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SYSTEM FOR LOCALIZING AND SENSING
OBJECTS AND PROVIDING ALERTS

RELATED U.S. PATENT APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. §365
(c) of International Application No. PCT/US01/48539,filed
Oct. 29, 2001, entitled SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR
MONITORING AND TRACKING and published in
English under Publication No. WO 02/44865, which claims
the benefit under 35 U.S.C. §365(c) of: U.S. application Ser.
No. 60/243,915, filed Oct. 27, 2000; U.S. application Ser.
No. 60/250,347, filed Nov. 30, 2000; U.S. application Ser.
No. 09/813,477, filed Mar. 21, 2001, which is a continuation
of U.S. application Ser. No. 09/608,095, filed on Jun. 30,
2000, which is now abandoned; and US. application Ser.
No. 09/820,551, filed on Mar. 29, 2001, which is a continu-
ation of U.S. application Ser. No. 09/608,913,filed on Jun.
30, 2000, which is now abandoned,all of which are hereby
incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

In general, the present invention relates to systems and
methods for monitoring and tracking individuals and objects
and to business applications utilizing such systems and
methods.

2. Description of Related Art

Various systems for localizing and sensing animate and
inanimate objects are known in the art. Such systems,
however, are generally inflexible and inefficient. More
specifically, existing systems suffer from being incapable of
being efficiently utilized for multiple business application
having different types of remote monitoring needs and
devices. Furthermore, many such systems are generally
incapable of generating alert messages based on both simple
and complex alert parameters. As such, there exists a need
for improved localization and sensing system having a
flexible structure.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

The present invention satisfies the foregoing and other
needs. Embodiments of the invention generally relate to
systems, methods and applications utilizing the convergence
of any combination of the following three technologies:
wireless positioning or localization technology, wireless
communications technology and sensor technology. In
particular, certain embodiments of the present invention
relate to a remote device that includes a sensor for deter-

mining or measuring a desired parameter, a receiver for
receiving position data from the Global Positioning System
(GPS)satellite system, a processor for determining whether
or not one or more alert conditions are satisfied and a

wireless transceiver for transmitting the measured parameter
data and the position data to a central station, such as an
application service provider (ASP). The ASP, in turn, may
communicate the measured data, position data and notifica-
tion of any alerts to an end user via an alert device. The
present invention also relates to various applications, sys-
tems and methodsutilizing one or moreofthe capabilities of
such a device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a general schematic overview of a system
according to one embodimentof the invention.

FIG. 2 is a schematic of a Remote Localization and

Sensing Device, according to one embodimentof the present
invention.
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2

FIG. 3 is a schematic illustrating a platform database
according to one embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 4 is schematic overview illustrating the logical
conceptual hierarchy of software components of a Middle
Tier according to one embodimentof the present invention.

FIGS.5a and 56 are an architectural schematic and a flow

chart, respectively, illustrating the process of user registra-
tion according to one embodimentof the present invention.

FIGS.6a and 6b are an architectural schematic and flow

chart, respectively, illustrating the process of receiving
incoming data at the back end of a system according to one
embodiment of the present invention.

FIGS. 7a and 7b are an architectural and schematic and a

flow chart, respectively, illustrating the process of sending
outgoing data from the back end of a system according to
one embodiment of the present invention.

FIGS. 8a—e are schematic and tables setting forth the
protocol of message packets between the ASP and a Device
according to one embodiment of the present invention.

FIGS. 9a-n illustrate exemplary sequences of messages
between the ASP and a Device according to one embodiment
of the present invention.

FIGS. 10-18 are general schematics illustrating indi-
vidual business applications using systems and methods of
various embodiments of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

Certain embodimentsof the present invention will now be
discussed with reference to the aforementioned figures,
wherein like reference numerals refer to like components.

OVERVIEW

The schematic of FIG. 1 provides an overview of the
components of one embodimentof the present invention and
the components’ relation to each other. In general, the
system of the present embodiment collects position and
sensor data via one or more remote localization and sensing
devices (each a “Device”) 100, stores the device data at an
Application Service Provider (“ASP”) 200 and, via the ASP
200, makes such Device position and sensor data available
to one or more end users 25. As described in greater detail
below, the present embodiment provides the flexibility to
accommodate multiple users 25 across multiple applica-
tions. More specifically, the system can be used to service
multiple business applications, each having different busi-
ness rules and models and each utilizing Devices with
different configurations, sensors and the like. Depending
upon the application of the system, end users 25 may be
individuals, for example, caregivers monitoring patients,
parents monitoring children and the like, and/or companies,
such as common carriers monitoring fleets of trucks, mer-
chants monitoring shipments, government entities monitor-
ing individuals, companies monitoring employees and the
like. Furthermore, independentof the applications, the sys-
tem can logically associate end users 25 with accounts
and/or groupsof users within an account, and the system can
assign different access privileges to end users 25 based on
such group and account assignment.

Each Device 100, described in greater detail below,
receives position data from a localization system, such as the
Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) System 15 and sensor
data from one or more types of knownsensors. As such, the
Device 100 is coupled to or associated with the individual or
object being monitored and tracked.It should be understood
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that, the present invention is not limited to any particular
localization system or sensor. Accordingly, alternate
embodiments utilize other localization systems and
technology, including, for example, triangulation, radio fre-
quency triangulation, dead reckoning and the like, or any
combination thereof. Similarly, sensors may include those
for monitoring physiological parameters, such as heartrate,
body temperature, brain activity, blood pressure, blood flow
rate, muscular activity, respiratory rate, and the like, and/or
sensors for monitoring ambient parameters, such as
temperature, humidity, motion, speed, existence of particu-
lar chemicals and light. Specialized sensors, such as inertial
device-based fall detectors (for example, those utilizing one
or more accelerometers) provided by Analog Devices under
the trade name ADXL202, are also used. Other exemplary
sensors include pulse rate sensors from Sensor Net, Inc.,
under Model No. ALS-230 and temperature sensors (type
NTC) from Sensor Scientific, Inc., under Model No.
WM303 or Model No. SP43A. Pulse rate sensors are avail-

able from Sensor Net Inc., Model No. ALS-230; Infrared
optical sensors are available from Probe Inc. As described in
greater detail below, the Device 100 and/or ASP 200 monitor
the sensor output and generate alert messages to the end
users 25 if the sensor data exceeds an alarm threshold.

In general, each Device 100 communicates the position
and sensor data to the ASP 200 through a wireless commu-
nications system 30. The systems can potentially utilize any
number of commercially available wireless data communi-
cations solutions available from a numberof different ser-

vice providers. Some examples of the types of wireless data
communications interfaces that may be used include: Cel-
lular Digital Packet Data (CDPD), Global System for
Mobile Communications (GSM) Digital, Code Division
Multiple Access (CDMA), and digital data transmission
protocols associated with any of the ‘G’ cellular telephone
standards (e.g., 2.5 G or 3 G). In the present embodiment,
the system uses CDPD as the communication technology
and user datagram protocol (UDP) with Internet protocol
(IP) as the transmission protocol, although other protocols
maybeused suchas transmission control protocol (TCP). As
such, and as described in greater detail below, the Device
100 is assigned an IP address. In the present embodiment,
the wireless communication system 30 passes the data to a
wired communication network 35, such as the Internet, with
which the ASP 200 is in communication. As described

below, the communication system 30 and communication
network 35 provide for two-way communication between
the Device 100 and ASP 200.

The position and sensor data is preferably stored at an
Application Service Provider (“ASP”) 200, which serves as
an intermediary between the Devices 100 and end users 25.
As such, end users 25 are able to monitor the instantaneous
and historical position and sensor data for one or more
Devices 100. ASP 200, described in greater detail below,
receives the position and sensor data from the communica-
tion system 35 and serves as a link between the device data
and the end users 25 of the system. In general, ASP 200
comprises one or more servers (e.g., web server(s), appli-
cation server(s), electronic mail server(s) and/or database
server(s)) and one or more platform databases (PD) 300.
ASP 200 provides end users 25 the ability to access the
device data, specify alert threshold values for comparison to
measured sensor values and receive notifications from the

ASP 200. For example, in the event a measured sensor value
exceeds an alert threshold, the ASP 200 notifies the appro-
priate end user 25. End users 25 receive such alerts through
any numberof alert devices (“Alert Devices”), such as a
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cellular telephone, telephone, pager, WAP enabled cellular
telephones, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), computeror
other devices having electronic mail, Short Message Service
(SMS) messages, or Instant Messages (IM) capability, fax,
computer generated voice phone calls/voicemail, or mes-
sages sent to a Call ManagementCenter, which will generate
a humanphonecall to alert the user 25, such as the caregiver
of an Alzheimerpatient or the parent of a child.

In the present embodiment, end users 25 access device
data, specify alert thresholds, and access account informa-
tion through a user device, such as a computer, WAP enabled
cellular telephone, a PDA or other device including those
identified as possible Alert Devices. In the present
embodiment, the user interface device is a computer coupled
to the Internet for accessing a secure website provided by
ASP 200 on the communication network 35. The user

interface device may be the Alert Device. End users 25 who
do not have direct access to the communication network 35,
can also access the device data and specify alert threshold
values using conventional telephone communication net-
works to contact a central Call Management Center (CMC)
40 that is staffed with personnel that can access the ASP 200
via the communication network 35 or other networks, such
as a wide area network (WAN), a local area network (LAN)
or the like. The CMC 40 mayalso include a computerized,
automated response system allowing end users 25 to call in
and receive device data, alerts and other system information.
The ASP 200 can forward a message to the CMC 40
wheneveran alert, as described in greater detail below,is
generated. This information can be used by personnelat the
CMC40to respond to inquiries from end users 25 who may
call the CMC 40 for additional information beyondthe basic
message generated by the ASP’s automatic notification
system. The personnel at the CMC 40 would also be
available for users who havedifficulty accessing or using the
system Website, described in greater detail below, to con-
figure the Device 100. The CMC 40 will also be charged
with fielding phonecalls from users respondingto alerts. In
addition, the CMC 40 will proactively call users to verify
changes that have been suggested to their alert parameters
that may generate a large number of spurious alerts. In an
alternate embodiment, if users do not have access to the
Internet or to a CMC 40, an automated telephone system
hotline will be available to obtain real-time data after PIN
verification.

The System may potentially implement a number of
different security measures to safeguard the personal loca-
tion and sensor data of users 25 and location of Devices 100,
to preventillicit commands from malicious third parties and
to secure the data stream from potential interlopers. The data
channelitself, since it may use standard UDP/IP or TCP/IP
protocols, can be protected using a number of commercially
available schemes including Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
encryption for the data stream between the Device 100 and
the ASP 200. The raw data itself may be further encrypted
by the Device 100 and/or ASP 200 in addition to the SSL as
well. Embedding additional encryption and device/server
identification techniques into the ASP 200, Devices 100
and/or user interface devices can enable further protection.

DEVICE

FIG.2a illustrates components of the Device 100 accord-
ing to the present embodimentof the invention. In general,
the Device 100 of the present embodiment comprises two
separate components: the first component 202, for example
a watch unit, comprises, for example, at least one sensor for
monitoring the person or thing being tracked, and the second
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component 204, for example, a “belt” communication unit
(so called because it may be designed for an individual to
wear on her belt), for communicating with the watch unit
202 via short-range radio frequency (RF), Blue Tooth or
other known technology, and for communicating with the
ASP 200.

In a preferred embodiment, the watch unit 202 comprises
a microprocessor (mp), having a system clock (CLK), which
is programmed to operate in accordance with the discussion
herein: Coupled to the microprocessor are one or more
sensors (S,, S, S,,), for receiving physiological or ambient
readings, random access memory (RAM) for temporarily
storing the measured sensorreadings, and a radio frequency
transceiver (RF) and antenna for communicating with the
belt unit 204. The watch unit 202 is powered by a battery
(BAT).

In a preferred embodiment the belt unit 204 also com-
prises a microprocessor (up), having a clock (CLK), which
is programmed to operate as described herein. Such pro-
gramming may be stored in read only memory (ROM)
coupled to the microprocessor. In alternate embodiments the
functionality of the belt (and/or watch) unit 204 is effectu-
ated in firmware. The belt unit 204 mayalso include one or
more sensors (S,, S3, S,,) for collecting data. In the present
embodiment, belt unit 204 includes a fall-down sensor
comprising a two-axis accelerometer, the output of whichis
interpreted by the belt unit’s microprocessor. Tri-axis accel-
erometers are also envisioned. In general, the accelerometer
output indicates a fall (or sudden change in posture) when
based on the user’s sudden change in acceleration and
sudden deceleration or stop.

As with the watch unit 202, the belt unit 204 also includes
a random access memory (RAM) for temporary storage of
data, including alert threshold values.

A GPSreceiver (GPS REC), having a patch or other
suitable antenna, is coupled to the microprocessor. The GPS
RECreceives the GPSsatellite signals, which in a preferred
embodimentare interpreted by the microprocessor to deter-
mine the longitudinal and latitudinal coordinates of the belt
unit 204. In an alternative embodiment, the GPSsatellite
signals may be interpreted at the ASP level for determining
the longitudinal and latitudinal coordinates of the belt unit
204.

Also coupled to the belt unit is a wearer interface
(INTERFACE) for conveying information to and receiving
inputs from the wearer or user of the Device 100. For
example, in a preferred embodiment, the INTERFACE
includes a power switch, a panic or emergency button and
light emitting diodes (LEDS) and/or an audible alarm and/or
vibrating alarm. As described in greater detail, below, the
panic button causes the sensor and GPSposition data to be
sent to the ASP 200. In an alternate embodiment, the Device
100 includes a privacy button which causes the micropro-
cessor to deactivate one or more predefined sensors. The
LEDs provide indication of the status of the device; for
example, on/off, functioning properly, sensor(s) enabled/
disabled, malfunction, and the like.

Lastly, in a preferred embodiment, the belt unit 204
includes a communication interface (CI), such as a serial
port, for receiving updates of software and data, and a
wireless communication modem (MODEM), having an
antenna, for communicating with the ASP 200 via the UDP
protocol. As discussed herein, the UDP MODEMhasasso-
ciated with it an IP address for identifying the Device 100.

As described in greater detail below, the watch unit 202
acquires the sensor readings and transmits them via RF to
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the belt unit 204 where the microprocessor analyzes the
sensor readings (including that of any sensor on the belt unit
204). The microprocessor on the belt unit 204 also receives
the GPS signals and determinesthe position data of the belt
umit 204.

Based on the state of the Device 100 and the requests
received from the ASP 200, the belt unit 204 will determine
whether or not the sensor readings trigger an alarm and/or
read the position and sensordata back to the ASP 200 via the
modem.

In one embodiment, the belt unit and/or the watch unit
processor monitors the separation distance between the
“watch” and “belt” units by monitoring the total power of
the RF transmission signal from the “watch” to the “belt”
unit. When the total power of the signal drops below a
present value,the belt unit will then trigger an alert—to both
the Device 100 (e.g., visual, audible or tactile) and to an
Alert Device via the ASP 200—to notify wearer of the
separation of the two units. The mounting of the watch unit
210 to the wearer must be snug enough to obtain useful
physiological data and durable enough not to be easily
removed, while still being comfortable enough for long-term
use. An embodiment of the invention contemplates the use
of a semi-permanent, elastic band for the watch unit.

It should be understood that use of the foregoing terms
“watch” and “belt” are descriptive of merely one embodi-
ment or use of the Device of FIG. 2a. For example, the
watch unit may be placed inside a container of goods with
a radio frequencyor other wireless or wired communication
link to the belt unit, which may be mountedin any suitable
location, such as in the cab of a truck transporting the
container. Furthermore, the specific sub-components of the
Device 100 of FIG. 2a are merely exemplary, and the
division of sub-components and functionality between the
watch and belt units may be altered; for example, all sensors
may be placed on one component, the GPS receiver may be
placed on the watch unit, the watch unit microprocessor
could analyze the sensor data to determine whether or not an
alert threshold has been exceeded, the watch unit may have
the wearer/user interface, and various other modifications
are within the scope of the present invention.

In this regard, FIG.2b illustrates an alternate embodiment
of the invention wherein the Device is a single component
comprising a microchip 210, a transceiver 220, a receiver
250, a battery 230, and at least one sensor 240.

The microchip 210 includes a processing unit 260 and an
information storage device 270. Although FIG.2a illustrates
some parts included on the microchip 210 and someparts
coupled to the microchip 210, one of ordinary skill in the art
understands, and the present invention contemplates, that
different levels of integration may be achieved by integrat-
ing any of the coupledparts as illustrated in FIG. 25 onto the
microchip 210.

In an embodimentaccording to the present invention, the
battery 230, the at least one sensor 240, the transceiver 220,
and the GPSreceiver 250 are each coupledto the processing
unit 260 within the microchip 210. The processing unit 260
is, in turn, coupled to the information storage device 270,
also within the microchip 210. The battery 230 powers the
microchip 210, including the processing unit 260 and the
information storage device 270. The battery 230 may also
powerdirectly or indirectly the transceiver 220, the at least
one sensor 240 and the receiver 250. The battery 230 may be
a rechargeable (e.g., self-rechargeable) or a single-charge
power supply device.

Wherea self-rechargeable battery is used, the battery 230
may be recharged by energy sourcesinternal to a body of the
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person being monitored. Such energy sources may be, for
example, acoustic, mechanical, chemical, electrical, electro-
magnetic or thermal in nature as derived from, for example,
bodily temperature differences, muscle activity and vibra-
tions due to pulse, speaking, moving,breathing,etc. In other
embodiments where the battery is self-rechargeable, the
battery 230 is recharged by energy sources external to the
body of the person being monitored. Such energy sources
may be, for example, acoustic, mechanical, chemical,
electrical, electromagnetic, or thermal in nature as derived
from, for example, temperature differences between the
ambient and the body, vibrations due to ambient noise,
ambientlight, or an external device providing energy for the
rechargeable battery 230.

In the present embodiment of the invention, the trans-
ceiver 220 is adapted to be in two-way wireless communi-
cation with the ASP 200 through the communication net-
work 35, such as the Internet, and in one-way wireless
communication with the GPSsatellite 130. The transceiver

220 may have a single antenna or an antenna array, for
example.

While the transceiver 220 is in two-way wireless com-
munication with the ASP 200 through the communication
network 35, the receiver 250 is in one-way wireless com-
munication with the GPS system satellite 130. The use of the
transceiver 220 and the receiver 250 may be advantageous
in that the Device 100 may generally consumeless energy.
GPS frequencies tend to be relatively high and sending
information over such frequencies by the Device 100 via the
transceiver 220 can be energy intensive. This preferred
embodiment contemplates the receiver 250 being adapted
for receiving at high frequencies and the transceiver 220
being adapted for receiving and sending at lower frequen-
cies. The sending of information over lower frequencies by
the transceiver 220 results in less energy consumption by the
Device 100. This two-part configuration allows physical
environment sensor packages to be reduced in size and
mounted in otherwise GPS signal or mobile wireless data
transmission unfriendly environments. For example, a
remote sensing unit can be placed inside the steel walls of a
cargo container to gather environmental information on the
cargo while the unit with the wireless interface and the GPS
receiver 250 can be placed outside the container for superior
signal performance. An alternate embodiment of the inven-
tion omits a separate receiver and contains only a transceiver
that receives both sensor data from the at least one sensor

240 and/or position data from the GPSsatellites 130.
The microchip 210 includes the processing unit 260 and

the information storage device 270. The processing unit 260
may include, for example, a microprocessor, a cache, input
terminals, and output terminals. The processing unit 260
may include an information storage device 270, which
includes an electronic memory, which may or may not
include the cache of the processing unit 260. Similar con-
figurations of the processing unit 260 are contemplated by
the invention.

In operation, the GPS receiver 250 receives position data
from the GPSsatellites 130. The GPSdatais received by the
microchip 210 and in particular, the processing unit 260.
Although the GPS receiver 250 continuously receives posi-
tion data, the processing unit 260 may periodically (e.g., via
a time-based trigger), or on command (e.g., via manual
intervention or as a function of circumstance, for example,
the sensing of a particular biological or ambient condition)
receive the GPS data. The GPS data may then be processed
in the processing unit 260, which may include determining
the physical location of the Device 100 and thus, the person
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or object being monitored. The GPS data and/or the deter-
minedphysical location are stored in the information storage
device 270.

The at least one sensor 240 senses biological and/or
ambient parameters. These parameters are converted into
electrical signals by the at least one sensor 240 and received
by the processing unit 260. As described in detail below,the
sensing of parameters by the at least one sensor 240 may be
a periodic(e.g., time based) or on command (e.g., triggered
by a request from the processing unit 260 or as a function of
circumstance, for example, the sensing of a particular
parameter). The processing unit 260 stores the processed
and/or unprocessed electrical signals in the information
storage device 270. The transceiver 220 receives the inter-
rogation signal, for example, from the ASP 200. The trans-
ceiver 220 then sends the interrogation signal to the micro-
chip 210, in particular, to the processing unit 260. Upon
receiving the interrogation signal, the processing unit 260
uploads the information stored in the information storage
device 270 onto the transceiver 220. The transceiver then

sends the uploaded information to the ASP 200 via the
communication network 35, such as the Internet, and the
wireless communication system 30.

As mentioned above, the ASP 200 ultimately receives the
information where it is available for review by a qualified
person or analyzed via an automated process. If the infor-
mation is indicative of a condition in need of a response, a
response signal is sent by the qualified person or via the
automated process from the ASP 200 to the Device 100 via
the communication network 35 such as the Internet. The

processing unit 260 receives the response signal either via
the transceiver 220 or the GPSreceiver 250. The processing
unit 260 processes the response signal and optionally, infor-
mation retrieved from the information storage device 270 to
formulate a control signal. Information regarding the gen-
eration of the control signal may be a function of informa-
tion supplied by at least one of the response signal and the
information storage device 270.

For example, the system and the method according to the
present invention may be adapted to monitor and to respond
to the person suffering an asthma attack. The Device 100
monitors biological parameters such as blood pressure, heart
rate, respiratory rate and/or lung capacity. Information
related to the biological parameters is sent to the ASP 200 as
described above.

The information storage device 270 may store preset
information relating to identification, personal information
or special medical information, for example. This informa-
tion may have been programmed before the coupling of the
Device 100 to the person. Alternatively, the information may
have been transmitted to the Device 100 after the Device 100

was coupled to the person. Such information may include
the person’s name, home address, phone number and/or a
listing of relatives to contact in case of emergency.
Furthermore, the information permanently stored in the
Device 100 may relate to special medical information such
as allergies to medication or that the patient is diabetic or
asthmatic, for example. All of this information may be
uploaded onto the transceiver 220 and transmitted to the
ASP 200 for review and analysis. Such information may be
of special significance to medical personnel whenthe person
is disoriented or unconscious and unable to communicate.

Incorporating updateable firmware in the Device 100
allows it to be updated without a recall of the physical
Device 100. The Device 100 may be configured for direct
user update by plugging it into a computer and running an
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update program provided. In an alternate embodiment, the
Device 100 may be updated by downloading firmware
updates through a wireless link. This would allow multiple
Devices 100 to be updated at essentially the same time,
thereby minimizing support issues and reducing required
customer maintenance.

OUTPUT UNIT

In yet another alternate embodiment, the Device 100
further includes a componentfor providing various forms of
feedback or stimuli to a person, animal or object via an
output unit. Output units can take any form to achieve the
intended function. By way of non-limiting example, output
units may take the form of syringes, electrodes, pumps,
vials, injectors, drug and/or pharmaceutical or medicinal
delivery mechanisms or systems, tactile stimulators, etc.
Such an output unit may be integral with the Device or a
separate component in communication with the ASP 200
and/or Device 100 by either wireless or wired communica-
tion link as a matter of application specific design choice.

In one such embodiment, such an output unit, whichitself
includes a microprocessor or logic for interpreting
commands, may be coupled to the microprocessor of the
device shown in FIG. 2b. In such an embodiment, Device
100 may be adapted to respond to a condition of the person
(or animal, etc.) via an output unit. The Device 100 controls
the output unit such that the output unit provides stimuli
(e.g., acoustic, thermal, mechanical, chemical, electrical
and/or electromagnetic stimuli) to the person. For example,
the output unit may release an appropriate amount of medi-
cine or provideelectrical stimulation to a muscle. In another
example, the output unit may be part of a conventional heart
stimulator system that has been adapted to be controlled by
the Device 100 and to provide electrical stimulation to the
heart of the person 100.

Alternatively, in an embodiment according to the present
invention in which the output unit is partially or wholly
integrated into the Device 100, it is the Device 100 which
provides the stimuli via the output unit which acts as an
interface between the Device 100 and the person. For
example, the Device 100 may be directly coupled to the
heart of the person 100. Accordingly, the Device 100 may
directly provide electrical stimulation to the heart via its
interface (e.g., via the output unit).

In light of the information received by the ASP 200, an
automatic, semiautomatic or manual response may be
needed. For example, upon reviewing the information
received by the ASP 200, a doctor may diagnose a condition
and/or a substantial deviation in a biological parameter of
the person and authorize the activation of a medical
response. Alternatively, after analyzing the information
received by the ASP 200, a program being run by the ASP
200 may ascertain a particular condition (e.g., myocardial
infarction) and/or an above-threshold deviation in a biologi-
cal parameter(e.g., substantial restriction in blood flow) of
the person and authorize the activation of a medical response
(e.g., the release of nitroglycerin into the body of the
person). Then, a responsesignal is generated by the ASP 200
and provided to the Device 100 via the ASP 200. In response
to the response signal, the Device 100 controls the output
unit to provide the stimulus requested via the response signal
to the person. Alternatively,if the output unit is partially or
wholly integrated into the Device 100, the Device 100
directly provides the stimulus requested via the response
signal to the person.

The output unit is adapted to be controlled by the Device
100 and, in particular, the processing unit 260. The output
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unit may also be partially or wholly integrated with the
Device 100. For example, the output unit may be integrated
wholly with the Device 100 and coupled to the microchip
210. Alternatively, the output unit may be integrated wholly
with the Device 100 and maybe integrated wholly with the
microchip 210.

The output unit is further adapted to be provide stimuli
(e.g., acoustic, thermal, mechanical, chemical, electrical
and/or electromagnetic stimuli). For example, the output
unit may be in contact with a muscle or an organ.
Furthermore, the output unit may be an adapted conven-
tional device such as a pace maker or a module that releases
chemicals (e.g., medication) into the blood stream orinto the
stomach, for example. The present invention also contem-
plates that the output unit may provide sensor information to
the Device 100. In addition, the output unit may be placed
on the person, on the surface of the skin of the person, just
below the surface of the skin of the person, deep within the
body of the person, or anywhere therebetween. For example,
the output unit may be adapted to be a part of an artificial
body part of the person or an apparatus worn by the person
(e.g., clothing, eye glasses, etc.)

The Device 100 controls the output unit via the control
signal, the output unit providing the appropriate stimuli. For
example, the system and the method according to the present
invention may be adapted to monitor and to respond to the
person suffering an asthmaattack. The Device 100 monitors
biological parameters such as blood pressure, heart rate,
respiratory rate and/or lung capacity. Information related to
the biological parametersis sent to the ASP 200 as described
above. If qualified medical personnel and/or an automated
process determinesthat a patient is having a serious asthma
attack, a response signal can be sent to the Device 100 to
remedy the condition. Upon receiving the response signal,
the processing unit 260 controls the output unit to release a
drug (e.g., adrenaline) into the blood stream of the person.
Information relating to the amount, duration and/or fre-
quency of the dosage may contained in the response signal,
the processing unit 260 and/or the information storage
device 270. Furthermore, control unit 140 can send subse-
quent response signals corresponding to different doses of
the drug, for example, depending upon the improving or
deteriorating condition of the person.

In another embodiment according to the present
invention, the microchip is activated only when the trans-
ceiver 220 receives the interrogation signal and/or the
response signal from the ASP 200. This embodiment has an
advantage in that energy consumption is minimized. Upon
receiving the interrogation signal, the processing unit 260
accepts data from the receiver 250 andthe at least one sensor
240. The processing unit 260 may accept the data over a time
interval to achieve more stable data or to develop a history
of data. Such data may be processed and/or stored in the
information storage device 270. Upon completion of the
processing and/or storing of the data, the information con-
tained in the information storage device is uploaded onto the
transceiver 220 and transmitted to the ASP 200. After

completing the transmission of the uploaded data via the
transceiver 220, the processing unit 260 is no longer active
in receiving, processing and/or storing information until the
next interrogation signal or the response signal is received
from the ASP 200. Upon receiving the response signal, for
example, the Device 100 and the output unit act as described
above. After completing the action, the processing unit 260
is no longer active in controlling the output unit or in
receiving, processing and/or storing information until the
next interrogation signal or the next response signal is
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received from the ASP 200. The present invention also
contemplates the Device 100 and/or the output unit being
activated via a manual switch or programmed button actu-
ated by the person.

As alluded to above, the information storage device 270
may store information relating to different types of stimuli
provided by the output unit as well as stimuli parameters
such as frequency, amount and/or duration. The information
storage device 270 may also store preset informationrelat-
ing to identification, personal information or special medical
information, for example. This information may have been
programmedbefore the coupling of the portable device 100
to the person. Alternatively, the information may have been
transmitted to the portable device 100 after the Device 100
was coupled to the person. Such information may include
the person’s name, homeaddress, phone number and/or a
listing of relatives to contact in case of emergency.
Furthermore, the information permanently stored in the
Device 100 may relate to special medical information such
as allergies to medication or that the patient is diabetic or
asthmatic, for example. All of this information may be
uploaded onto the transceiver 220 and transmitted to the
ASP 200 for review and analysis. Such information may be
of special significance to medical personnel whenthe person
is disoriented or unconscious and unable to communicate.

OPERATIONAL MODES

As will be described herein, various embodiments of the
present invention employ power-saving features to prolong
the life of the Device’s battery. In this regard, in certain
embodiments the Device 100 is capable of being turned on
(from a low-powerwait state) or off (into either a low-power
state or completely off) remotely. Such functionis controlled
by messages received from the ASP 200 and, more
specifically, by the microprocessor(s) of the Device. This
allows the ASP 200 to remotely power individual Devices
100 up or down on-demand as necessitated by either busi-
ness requirements or user request. In addition, the ASP 200
can remotely turn individual sensors in the Device 100 on or
off (i.e., enable/disable) to provide enhanced monitoring
corresponding to higher service levels, or to conserve power
on the Device 100. Both of these features re-effectuated, in
part, by particular messages and message protocols.

In the alternate embodiment of FIG. 2b, the microchip
210 is activated only when the transceiver 220 receives the
interrogation signal and/or the response signal from the ASP
200. This embodiment has an advantage in that energy
consumption is minimized. Uponreceiving the interrogation
signal, the processing unit 260 accepts data from the GPS
receiver 250 and the at least one sensor 240. The processing
unit 260 may accept the data over a time interval to achieve
more stable data or to develop a history of data. Such data
may be processed and/or stored in the information storage
device 270. Upon completion of the processing and/or
storing of the data, the information contained in the infor-
mation storage device 270 is uploaded onto the transceiver
220 and transmitted to the ASP 200. After completing the
transmission of the uploaded data via the transceiver 220,
the processing unit 260 is no longer active in receiving,
processing and/or storing information until the next inter-
rogation signal or the next response signal is received from
the ASP 200. Upon receiving the response signal, for
example, the Device 100 acts as described above. The
present invention also contemplates the Device 100 being
activated via a manual switch or programmed button actu-
ated by the person.

In another embodiment according to the present
invention, the transceiver 220, without the GPS receiver
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250, is adapted to receive the GPS data from the satellite 130
and the interrogation signal and/or the response signal from
the ASP 200. Furthermore, the transceiver 220 transmits
information from the processing unit 260 to the ASP 200.
Operation is similar as described above.

A privacy mode maybeincorporated in the Device 100
that will allow it to temporarily stop reporting information.
Privacy mode may take a numberof different forms. It may
place the unit into a deep sleep mode where the system is
completely unable to respond to any requests for data and
does not collect any data. Alternatively, the privacy mode
may simply suppressthe collection of particular type of data
(such as location information) while still keeping the system
up and running to provide a baseline level of information.
The system will respond to requests from the ASP 200 with
either a notice that the system is operational and not
responding with data due to a privacy mode block, or only
respond with a limited set of information. Privacy mode
would generate a flag in the PD 300, described in greater
detail below, to prevent further polling of the Device 100 by
the ASP 200 and a false alarm that the unit is not functioning
properly. In addition, the Device 100 can be recalibrated
from the ASP 200 during normal operation via the wireless
data link to enable resealing of sensor gainsor sensoroffset.

The Device 100 may also have a system sleep mode,
which reduces power consumption between data collection
and transmission intervals. To conserve power, the Device
100 will only power-up the wireless data line transceiver 220
to determine if a message is waiting for it. If there is no
message, the Device 100 will power down until the next
prescheduled check time. If a message is waiting, the Device
100 will begin “waking up” specific components needed to
respond to the message. In addition to this scheme, the GPS
receiver 250 can also self-power down when it does not
receive a usable set of satellite signals. Both of these sleep
modes save Device 100 power and extend battery life.

The Device 100, and more particularly the device
microprocessor(s), can preferably conduct both startuptest-
ing and continuous system checking during operation for
self-monitoring. Information such as low-battery warnings,
sensor malfunctions, no GPS signal and the like may be
detected by a Device microprocessor and communicated to
the ASP 200.

ASP PLATFORM DATABASE

The PD 300 will now be described in greater detail with
reference to FIG. 3, which illustrates the logical relationship
of the data stored by PD 300. In general, the tables incor-
porated into the PD 300 have been designed to be applica-
tion independent, namely,that none or very few ofthe tables
contained within the PD 300 need to be changed when the
system is applied to a new business application. Therefore,
the PD 300 structure is the same regardless of the end use of
the system and types of Devices 100 used, which simplifies
managementand maintainability of the overall system. The
PD 300 includes numerouslogically related, discrete tables
of information to be described below. These tables are

intended to be illustrative and not exhaustive, as other
arrangements with fewer or more tables and fewer or more
data fields are within the scope of the present invention.

Motespecifically, the PD 300 comprises tables directed to
three main functional areas, which will be described in
greater detail below. The first functional area is directed to
information pertaining to the specific Devices 100. In
particular, these tables contain identifying information for
the Devices 100 and device messages. The second functional
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area is directed to information pertaining to end users 25,
such as, for the caregiver of an Alzheimerpatient, the parent
of a child being monitored, or the supervisor of a fleet of
vehicles. The third functional area is directed at setting and
implementing alerts, and includes tables containing thresh-
old parameters, alert signals, and logical alert rules associ-
ated with each Device 100. The tables in each of the three

functional areas will now be described in greater detail.
Organization of the tables into these functional areas is for
ease of discussion and should not be interpreted as limiting
the scope of the invention.

DEVICE INFORMATION TABLES

The first functional area of the PD 300 contains tables

relating to the Device 100 andits various functions. The PD
300 is designed to accommodate a numberof different types
of Devices 100 with varying capabilities, such as different
sensors suites, without any modification to the structure of
the PD 300 itself. To this end, the Device Table contains a
record for every Device 100, as identified by a unique
Device identifier (ID). Each record in the Device Table also
contains a field for a description of the Device 100, a field
for the frequency of interrogation of the Device 100, indi-
cating for example, how often to poll the sensor Device 100
for position and/or data, and fields for the serial numbers of
the watch unit and belt unit 204 for the embodiment where

the Device 100 is comprised of two separate components,as
previously described. The Device Table also contains a field
for the Account ID that associates the Device 100 with a

particular account. The Account ID field in the Device Table
links to the Account Table, described below. The Device
Table also contains a field for a unique Internet Protocol(IP)
address ID associated with each Device 100 andafield for

a unique Device Type ID, identifying the particular type of
Device 100, for example, a Device 100 for position and fall
detection only or a Device 100 for position, pulse rate, and
body temperature, and so forth. The IP AddressID field links
the Device Table to the IP Address Table, which contains a
field for the Device’s actual IP address or some other

identifying descriptor. The Device Type ID links the Device
Table to the Device Type Table, which containsa field for a
description of the particular Device 100 type.

The Device ID provides the link between the Device
Table and several other device related PD 300 tables. Two of

these tables, the Device Generic Table and the Generic
Table, are optional. The Device Generic Table is linked to
the Device Table through the Device ID and containsfields
for a unique Generic ID and a Device Generic ID, which, in
turn, relates to the Generic Table for identifying additional,
special case fields. These tables are directed to Devices 100
that have non-standard configurations of sensors and/or
internal settings.

The Device ID also links the Device Table, and thus each
Device 100, with the Device Message Table, which stores
messages sent to the Device 100 from the ASP 200 that
require an acknowledgement of being received by the
Device 100. This table prevents repeated messages from
being created every time it has to be sent to a Device 100.
The Device Message Table also contains fields for the
message content, a unique Device Message Type ID, the
date and time the message wassent, and the numberof times
the system hastried to resend the message to the Device. The
Device Message Table is linked to the Device Message Type
Table through the Device Message Type ID. The Device
Message Type Table, tracks the messages sent to the Device
100, including the maximum number of times the system
will attempt to resend the message andthe retry interval. As
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described in greater detail below, these Tables are used to
determine when a Device hasfailed.

The PD 300 also has tables for archiving and displaying
historical Device 100 data and status information. This

information is useful for long-term monitoring of Devices
100 and associated wearers or tracked items. The Device ID

links the Device Table to the Device Log Table, which is an
archival table that tracks instances when data is received

from each Device 100, as identified by Device ID. Each
entry is assigned a unique Device Log ID, which links each
record in the Device Log Table to one or more records in the
Device Log Values Table. The Device Log Values Table
tracks the actual data received from the Device 100 and
creates records for these values.

USER INFORMATION TABLES

The second functional area of the PD 300 contains tables

that store end user information. The PD 300 is designed to
enable multiple end users 25 to be associated with a single
Device 100. Furthermore, PD 300 is preferably structured to
allow different privilege or access levels to be assigned to
the end user(s) 25 associated with each Device 100 and the
information it produces.

To this end, the User Table in the PD 300 contains fields
that store information related to each user’s personal
information, such name,address, a description of the user, a
unique identifier for the type of user, and a secure user name
and password for use when an end user 25 requests access
to secure data or other account information or to set alert
thresholds.

The Account Table and Account User Table associate

accounts, as identified by unique account IDs, with end users
25. To this end, Account Table includes an account ID and
an account description.

The Account User Table within the PD 300 containsfields

that uniquely identify individual users 25, the details of
whichare stored in the User Table, with an account, as stored
in the Account Table. A User Type ID is associated with
different types of users 25, for example, caregivers,
physicians, parents, or fleet supervisors. The user type ID
links the User Table to the User Type Table, which also
containsa field for a description of the user type. Within the
PD 300, multiple users 25 can be associated with a single
account, such as all the caregivers within one nursing home
account. The user ID links the User Table to the Account

User Table, which contains unique identifiers for both the
account user and the account. The account ID links the

Account User Table with the Account Table, which contains
a field to describe the account.

The Group Table is linked to both the Group User Table
and the Account Table and serves to associate individual

groups, identified by group ID, with an account,as identified
by account ID. For example, an account consisting of a
nursing home that monitors patients may include one group
of all nurses and a second group of all supervisors. The
Group Table in the PD 300 contains unique identifying
information for each defined group, including a Group ID
and associated account ID.

The Group User Table, in turn, contains a record for each
association of group and user 25. As illustrated, a user 25
may be associated to multiple groups.

The Group ID links the Group Table to the Group
Privileges Table, which associates privileges with each
group. The access privilege ID within the Group Privileges
Table links to the Access Privileges Tables, which contains
a detailed description of each privilege.It is within the scope
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of the present invention that users can belong to more than
one group with different access privileges. The Group Privi-
lege and Access Privilege Tables, therefore, contain fields to
uniquely identify the group, the associated level of access
privileges, and a description of the access privilege. For
example, physicians may have access to both position data
and biological data for a monitored patient with two-way
communication capability for setting alert thresholds, while
nurses and orderlies, who belongto a different group, would
only have access to receive alerts or some subset of data.

Finally, the Group Site Pages Table and Site Pages Table
are optional tables for assigning groups of users to specific
ASP website pages to which they can access. The Group
Table is linked to the Group Site Pages Table through the
Group ID. For security purposes, The Group Site Pages
Table containsfields for unique IDs identifying individual or
groups of web pages associated with a group of users. The
Site Pages Table associates a Site Page ID with the full
website URL locator or some other identifier of the web

page.

In sum, a single account record in the Account Table can
be associated with several user records in the User Table.

Similarly, a record in the Group Table can be associated with
several user records. Finally, groups, and thus users, are
associated with privileges as set forth in the Group Privi-
leges and Access Privileges Tables. For example, a single
nursing home would represent one account with different
users. Within the nursing home account, user groups such as
nurses, doctors, and orderlies can be defined with different
privileges assigned to each user group.

ALERT AND ALERT DEVICE INFORMATION
TABLES

The third functional area of the PD 300 contains tables

associated with alert threshold values for determining
whetheror notto issue alerts, alerts for the threshold values
and logical rules to combine threshold values. It will be
appreciated that PD 300 allows for the flexible setting of
both simple and complex alert thresholds. Morespecifically,
the present embodiment stores both raw alert threshold
values for triggering a response from the ASP 200, and
tables for combining and associating individual threshold
values into potentially complex alert threshold rules to
determine if an actual alert has occurred. These rules and
values are stored in the PD 300 in a flexible manner that

allows extensive alert profiles to be built and maintained in
the PD 300 for each Device 100 without any modification of
the database structure.

It should also be noted that alert threshold evaluation

preferably occurs at two levels. A basic threshold evaluation
occurs at the Device 100, specifically in the microprocessor
of the belt unit 204 (of FIG. 2a) or the processing unit 260
of the microchip 210 (of FIG. 2b) to determine if the Device
100 should generate an alert and transmit the data to the ASP
200, as previously described. The second level of alert
evaluation is a more sophisticated evaluation that occurs at
the ASP 200 using logical rules, that will be described in
greater detail below. Each threshold parameter or combina-
tions of parameters can be combined to create an alert
threshold rule. For example, authorized users 25 may set
threshold temperature or biological values for different
locationsor patients. The rules for evaluating parameters are
embodied within the PD 300 itself. Each of the evaluation

rules can be user programmed through secure web pages,
having forms, on the ASP Website or via other user interface
device. The end user 25, for example, a parent monitoring a
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child on a school busor a caregiver monitoring an Alzheimer
patient, can program the evaluation rules via the communi-
cation network 35, such as the Internet. The PD 300 can
associate multiple Alert Devices of various types with each
individual user to be contacted. For example, it can store
pager information, e-mail information, and phone informa-
tion as the primary alert notification sources for each user.
Based upon information in these tables, the PD 300 associ-
ates different threshold parameters with different Alert
Devices. For example, temperature alerts 25 for a user may
only generate e-mail alerts while location alerts may only
generate pageralerts. This functionality results, in part, from
the structure of the PD 300.

Furthermore, a user 25, such as a caregiver or parent, may
specify a radius around a given address or other global
location for the alert threshold. For example, the ASP 200
can convert postal code addressesinto latitude and longitude
information for the user to adopt as the “center” of an alert
zone. The user 25 can then specify a radius around that
central point for the alert zone. Whenever a user inputs
specific values for alert parameter thresholds, for example,
Max Body Temperature>=103.5 F., the “Middle Tier” within
the ASP 200, described in greater detail below, can evaluate
the parameter to determine whetherthe value has a potential
to generate excessive alerts or an insufficient number of
alerts. If so, the ASP 200 will generate a call to the CMC 40
to contact the user to advise him or her that the value may
need to be re-evaluated.

The Alert Device Table generally associates Alert Devices
with users 25. The Alert Device Table links to the User

Table, previously described, through the unique User ID.
The Alert Device Table contains a field for a unique Alert
Device Type ID to identify the type of alert device, for
example, a pager or cellular phone,a field for a description
of the alert device, an Alert Device ID field to identify a
particular alert device, and a field for the alert device’s IP
address or some other identifying descriptor. The Alert
Device Table also contains start date and end datefields to

specify a time interval during which that Alert Device (as
opposed to another Alert Device of that user 25) is to be
notified. The Alert Device Type ID links the Alert Device
Table to the Alert Device Type Table, which containsa field
to describe the alert device type and a field to specify
whether the corresponding entry in the Alert Device Table
refers to an Alert Device to which notices can be sent or

simply refers to other user contact information.
The Alert Device ID links the Alert Device Table to the

Device Alert Device Table, which in turn, is linked to the
Device Table, previously described, through the Device ID.
The Device Alert Device Table associates specific Devices
100 with Alert Devices, for example, a particular Device 100
for monitoring only position and pulse rate is associated
with analertto a particular pageror particular cellular phone
only. The Device Alert Device Table also stores the priority
of multiple Alert Devices for each Device 100. For example,
if a location alert is triggered, a user may specify to first try
an e-mail (having the highest priority) and if no response is
received,to try a specified cellular phone (having the second
highest priority). The Notification Service, described in
greater detail below, uses the Device Alert Device Table.

Another alert related table, the Device Threshold Table,
associates each Device 100 with its alert thresholds. The

Device Threshold Table is linked to the Device Table,
previously described, through the Device ID. To this end,
each record, identified by a unique Device Threshold ID
includes Device ID and Alert Threshold ID. The Alert
Threshold ID links the Device Threshold Table to the Alert
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Threshold Table, which contains alert identifying informa-
tion for each alert. For example, each record containsafield
for the actual alert message associated with the Alert Thresh-
old ID and a description of the alert threshold. The Alert
Threshold Table also contains fields for start and end dates

to specify a time period during whichthe alert threshold is
applicable. The Alert Threshold Active field within the Alert
Threshold Table stores whether a particular Alert Threshold
has been enabled.

The Alert Threshold ID links the Alert Threshold Table to

the Alert Device Threshold Table, which associates specified
alert thresholds with specific Alert Devices. For example, in
the Alzheimerpatient application, the system can be directed
to notify the patient’s sonat his pagerif the location exceeds
a specified distance from a central point or his cellular
telephoneif the patient’s temperature exceeds the threshold.
The Alert Device Threshold Table is also linked to the Alert

Device Table, previously described, through the Alert
Device ID, thereby associating an Alert Device with an alert
threshold.

The Alert Threshold ID links the Alert Threshold Table to

the Alert Threshold Rules Table, which contains fields to
construct the logical alert rule associated with an Alert
Threshold ID. Multiple rules, as embodied in the Alert
Threshold Rules Table, may be associated with a single
entry (and Device) in the Alert Threshold Table. The Alert
Threshold Rules Table embodies the logical rules processed
by the ASP 200 whenever an end user, such as a caregiver,
is setting alert threshold rules and when the ASP 200 is
determining whether or not an alert has occurred.

Morespecifically, the Alert Threshold Rules Table asso-
ciate an alertrule, as identified by an Alert Threshold Rules
ID, with specified alert parameters, logical conditions, logi-
cal connectors, and the sequence of the parameters. Each
alert rule, as identified by the Alert Threshold Rules ID in the
Alert Threshold Rules Table, is associated with one or more
alert parameters, as identified by an alert parameters thresh-
old ID in the Alert Threshold Table. For example, a first
exemplary alert parameters is: temperature is greater than or
equal to 100° F.; and a second alert parameteris: heart rate
is greater than or equal to 90. An exemplary alert rule
consisting of these two parameters is: activate the alert if
(temperature is greater than or equal to 100° F.) or (heartrate
is greater than or equal to 90). The Alert Parameters Thresh-
old Table and Alert Threshold Rules Table would embody
this rule.

In general, the Alert Parameters threshold table includes
the details on each of the two parameters, including the
parameter values (e.g., 100, 90), the logical condition con-
necting the two parameters (e.g., greater than, less than,
equal to, greater than or equal to, less than or equal to, and
the like) as specified in the Logical Condition Table, the
sequence of the parameters comprising a rule, the logical
connector joining the multiple parameters (e.g., and,or, not,
exclusiveor, and not, and the like), as specified in the logical
connector table, and a reference value for the parameter. In
the present embodiment, the reference value is used only for
the location/position parameter and indicates the longitude
and latitude ordered pair of the center of the radius thresh-
old. Each record in the Alert Parameters Threshold Table

also includes a device parameters ID, which links the table
to the Device Parameters Table.

The Device Parameters Table containsall the sensor data

parameters that a Device 100 can provide. The Device
Parameters Table includes fields for default minimum and

maximum threshold values for each alert parameter, actual
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minimum and maximum threshold values for each alert

device (which set acceptable bounds for user specified
threshold values), and parameter names and descriptions.
The Device Parameters Table links to the Device Log Values
Table, previously described, through the Device Parameters
ID. The parameter values in the Device Parameters Table are
associated with an Alert Device through the Device Type ID,
which links the Device Parameter Table to the Device Type
Table, previously described. The Device Parameters Table is
linked to the Parameter Value Type Table through the
Parameter Value Type ID. The Parameter Value Type Table
is a lookup table for a description of the parameter (or
sensor) type. The Device Parameters Table is also linked to
the Units Table through the Units ID field. The Units Table
is a lookup table that assigns a umique Units ID to a
description of a unit of measurement, for example, degrees
Fahrenheit, miles, and so forth. Notably, the Table is not hard
coded for specific sensors and parameters; instead, the PD
300 provides new parameter types to be specified by adding
entries in the Parameter Value Type and Units Tables.

MISCELLANEOUS TABLES

In addition to the three primary functional areas, the PD
300 also includes other miscellaneous tables that serve

additional functions. Specifically, the Notification Table
stores notifications generated by a Device 100 that require
responses from the user 25 and tracks any active or uncon-
firmed notifications, such as low battery, out of range, etc. In
the present embodiment, only alert notifications require a
user response, so only alert notifications are reflected in the
Table. While the present embodiment requires the user
response before providing the alert details, other embodi-
ments may provide the alert details with the notification
message. The Notification Table containsfields for a unique
Notification ID; a Notification Type ID; and the date, time,
andstatus of the notification. Each record in the Notification

Table is associated with a Device 100 through the Device ID,
previously described. The Notification Type Table in the PD
300 contains descriptions of the various types of notifica-
tions that can be sent by the Notification Service, as
described below.

The ASP 200 preferably also includes an independent
Master Database that is generally used for system-wide
tracking of activity and system maintenance. The Master
Database according to one embodiment may contain the
following exemplary tables. An Activity Log Table that
records system-wide data activity and stores it for use in
detecting and correcting system problems. A Current Data-
base Table is used to record the current version of the Master

Database that is in use. A Primary Keys Table in the Master
Database is used to track all the tables in the Master

Database and the last ID that was assigned in each of the
tables. An Alert Device Table in the Master Database asso-

ciates particular alert devices with notifications of system
problems. For example, if the SM 450 detects that the Data
Processor 260 is not responding and cannot be successfully
restarted, it will send a notification to the specified alert
device. An Alert Device Type Table is used to record the
various alert devices that can be used to send system
notifications. An Application Table stores the various system
applications in use, for example, cargo transportation,
patient monitoring, child monitoring, and so forth. An Appli-
cation Queue Table lists all the queues currently in use, for
example, the notify and log queues. An Application Address
Table is used by the Data Monitor 450 to associate Device
100 IP addresses with specific applications of the system so
incoming data from the Device 100 can be identified with its
associated application.
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ASP MIDDLE TIER

In the present embodiment according to the present
invention, the ASP 200 includes an Application Server (AS)
having software and/or collection of software components,
collectively referred to as the “Middle Tier” 400, which
functions as the interface between the PD 300, the end users
25, and the Devices 100, whether they be on persons or
objects, such as a patient or the cargo in a truck, and between
the PD 300 and the end-users 25, such as a caregiver, parent,
or school authorities. The Middle Tier is conceptually com-
prised of four main conceptually logic software levels that
allow the system to interact with users, control the configu-
ration of the Devices 100, gather and store data from
individual Devices 100, notify users of alert conditions,
provide report information and perform the other operations
described herein. The Middle Tier 400 also includes various

services, described below.In general, the services are “out of
process” components (e.g., .exe files) and thus, operate
independent of each other. The logic levels, however, are
“in-process” components and are hosted by the services.

All major components of the Middle Tier 400 are pref-
erably implemented using Microsoft Distributed Component
Object Model (DCOM), which allows for individual func-
tions to be physically removed from the rest of the system.
Thus, as the system becomes larger, it can be readily
expanded over a numberofdifferent ASP servers to increase
performance. This distributed software model is further
enhanced by the use of standard extensible Markup Lan-
guage (XML) formatted data objects within the system.

The four conceptual logic levels of the Middle Tier 400
will now be described in greater detail with reference to FIG.
4. The highest level of the Middle Tier 400 is the Business
Logic Layer 410, which converts high level functions into
progressively more focused commands entered by an end
user 25. Each user can be given customizable access to
particular functions of the system and information. The
Business Logic Layer 410 implements this selective access
with user information contained in the PD 300. Inputto the
Business Logic Layer 410 can come from the Device 100 in
the manner previously described, or from an end user
through any known interface device. For example, a car-
egiver can use the Internet to input instructions to send an
alert if a patient’s pulse rate drops below a specified level or
if the patient’s body temperature reachesa certain level. This
logical rule is first processed at the Business Logic Layer
410. The Business Logic Layer 410 is independent of the PD
300 and the Business Logic Layer 410 preferably has no
knowledge of the information in the PD 300.

Where the system simultaneously supports multiple busi-
ness applications, for example through multiple websites (or
other interfaces), each of which is associated with a separate
application, the Middle Tier preferably includes multiple
Business Logic Layers, each directed to one application. In
such embodiments, each application has an associated appli-
cation ID, which is passed from the website, to the Middle
Tier, where a software componentinterprets it and calls the
appropriate Business Logic Layer. Similarly, each Business
Logic Layer uses the identifier to communicate with the
appropriate website (or other interface).

From the Business Logic Layer 410, the information is
passed to the Data Access Layer 420, which is conceptually
the second logic level of the Middle Tier 400. The Data
Access Layer 420 provides commands for accessing the
appropriate database tables in the PD 300 required to carry
out high-level commands from the Business Logic Layer
410.
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The third conceptual logic level of the Middle Tier 400 is
the Table Access Layer 430, which translates data in the PD
300 from independent, standard XMLinto a suitable form
for passing to the upper levels. Conversely, the Table Access
Layer 430 also translates commandsand data received from
the higher tiers into a XML formatfor storage in the PD 300.

The fourth conceptual logic level of the Middle Tier 400
is the Data/Utility Level 440, which is the lowest level
within the AS 400. In general, the Data/Utility Level 440
implements the high level commands from the Business
Logic Layer 410 and extracts the required data from the
appropriate PD 300 tables. More specifically, the Data/
Utility Level 440 includes a utility component for imple-
menting standard functions, such as reading from and writ-
ing to the registry, and a data component for accessing the
PD 300. By isolating such functions in the Data/Utility
Level 440, only this level would need to change when
changing the database technology (e.g., from SQLto that
provided by Oracle Corporation).

It is also to be understood that the data conversion of the

present embodiment allows easy third-party access to the
information while easing the flow of information through the
rest of the platform. For example, end user 25, such as a
courier, could establish its own customer ASP interfaces
(e.g., web site and call center) by extracting data from the
ASP 200 in XMLor other format such as electronic data

interchange (EDD,text, or direct access. Furthermore, such
a third party may issue a request to the ASP for particular
data and/or for the ASP to perform a particular function and
return to the third party the result of the function. In such an
embodiment, which may be implemented using tools pro-
vided by the Microsoft Corporation under the tradename
.NET, the Middle Tier is programmed to receive requests
from a third party in a predetermined format. For example,
one or more software objects of the Middle Tier interprets
the request, identifying the requested data and/or requested
function and corresponding data parameters necessary to
perform the function. The data is retrieved from the database
as described herein, and the function, which may be embod-
ied in a separate object or component, is performed. The
resulting data is provided to the third party in essentially any
format, including XML,electronic data interchange (EDD,
text, by direct access, and the like.

In addition to the four software logical levels, the Middle
Tier 400 also contains discrete functional components or
services implemented in the server software. Thefirst is the
Data Monitor 445, which is the interface between the
Business Logic Layer 410 and the Device 100. The Data
Monitor 445 uses a UDP/IP (or TCP/IP in alternate
embodiments) socket protocol to communicate with the
Device 100 through the Device’s unique IP address. The
Data Monitor 445 is a dedicated component that monitors a
specific designated port for incoming Device 100 data,
collects incoming data from deployed Devices 100, and
posts the data to either an Alert Notify Queue, when the
device data is an alert, or a Non-Alert Notify Queue, when
the device data is not the result of an alert.

The second functional componentis the Polling Service
450, which causesa polling of the Devices 100 based on the
polling frequency with the Device Table. Without interrupt-
ing normaloperations, the amountof time between each data
point can be adjusted by adjusting the polling frequency. The
method of identifying the devices to be polled utilizes the
Polling Service 470 and the PD 300 to generate a report of
devicesthat need to be polled. This report is then used by the
Business Logic Layer 410 to poll the individual devices.It
should be understood that such polling, and the Polling
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Service 470 itself, are optional. For example, in alternate
embodiments, the Polling Service 450 is replaced with an
SQL job that runs at predetermined times to request data
from all or certain Devices 100. Such a predetermined
request is referred to as a regular data request.

Another functional componentis the Notification Service
465, which accesses Non-Alert and Alert Notification
Queuesin the Middle Tier 400 and accesses the Notification

Type Table and Notification Table in the PD 300, previously
described, and generates notification alerts to users 25
wheneveralarmsare triggered by the system and to system
administration wherever errors are detected. Notification
alerts are sent to users 25 via Alert Devices. As described in

greater detail below, various other Middle Tier 400 compo-
nents may determinea notification needsto be sent, in which
case such other components create an XML document
specifying the required notification and places it in the
appropriate Notify Queue.

The Notification Service 465 will forward a message to
the CMC 40 wheneveran alert is generated. This informa-
tion will be used by a system administrator (e.g., Customer
Relations Specialist) to respond to users 25 as appropriate to
find additional information beyond the basic message gen-
erated by the automated notification system. Further, these
messages may be sent directly to the call management
software to provide automated handling and routing of
incoming user queries, thereby improving customer experi-
ence and call handling speed.

As described in greater detail below, the Communication
Service 460 determines when to resend messages to the
Devices 100. In short, the Communication Service 460
monitors the Device Message and Device Message Type
Tables for entries (i.c., messages) that, based on the retry
interval, need to be resent. Furthermore, based on the retry
count and maximum retry count fields, the Communication
Service 460 determines when the maximum number of

retries for each message has been reached, in which case the
Communication Service 460 posts a message to the Non-
Alert Notification Queue to indicate a device failure to a

system administrator.
The Middle Tier 400 also includes a Data Processor

Service 455 for handling device data. As discussed below,
the Data Processor Service 455 monitors the Alert Queue

and Non-Alert Queue (in which device data is posted by the
Data Monitor Service 445). Based on the entries in the
queues, the Data Processor Service 455 will update the PD
300 and generate entries in the Non-Alert and Alert Notify
Queues, as appropriate, for action by the Notification Ser-
vice 465.

The Middle Tier 400 also includes a Registration Test
Service 470 for assisting in the registration of new users 25.
This optional service generates a test communication to a
newly registered user’s Device 100.

Another optional service is the Log Service (not shown).
The Log Service operates in conjunction with a Log Queue
to track use of and debug the system. In general, each of the
other services posts a record to the Log Queue, thereby
creating a history of the system activity.

Thelast functional component is the Service Monitor 475,
whichsits in the background and continually sends test data
to verify that the other services and components are working
and collecting data. If a component fails to respond, the
Service Monitor 475 is able to stop the component process
andrestart it in an attemptto fix the problem.In addition, the
Service Monitor 475 can cause the Notification Service

(described below) to notify personnel to intervene if the
component does not restart properly.
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The Middle Tier 400 also includes various queues, which
are accessed by the various services and are preferably
implemented using Microsoft Message Queuing or similar
technology. As such, each entry in the queuesis preferably
and XML documentcontaining the data or parameters to be
utilized by the particular service accessing the queue. As will
be appreciated based on the description herein, by posting
the service parameters to the queues, allows the services can
operate asynchronously.

Notably, the Middle Tier 400 includes an Alert Notifica-
tion Queue and a NonAlert Notification Queue for use by the
Notification Service 465 and the Communication Service

460. In the present embodiment, these Notification Queues
contain XML documents that include the following data:
business application ID (to identify the appropriate applica-
tion and corresponding business layer), notification type ID
(to indicate to the Notification Service how to format the
message), alert device type description (to indicate the alert
device type), alert device address (for specifying the Alert
Device destination), notification content, and notification
message.

Similarly, the Middle Tier 400 includes an Alert Queue
and a Non-Alert Queue. As described below, the Data
Monitor Service 445 posts records to these queues and the
Data Processor Service 455 accesses and utilizes records in

these queues. Each record in these queues preferably
includes the IP address of the Device to which the record

pertains and the device data received from the Device 100
identified by the IP address.

The ASP 200 also contains one or more servers that

support the system’s Website. The primary userinterface for
owners of Devices 100 and authorized users 25 will be the

system Website. The forgoing discussion is directed at an
embodiment of the invention with one system Website
adapted for all applications of the system, for example,
patient monitoring, child monitoring, and cargo monitoring.
Alternate embodiments of the invention can include separate
system Websites each tailored for different applications. In
general, the system Website allows authorized users to
update the configuration of the Device 100, including the
data collection frequency, as well as monitor other param-
eters. In addition, the Website allows users to view historical
information for the Devices 100 and get current location and
sensor information. Ideally, nearly all operations that a user
or owner may wish to perform can be done through the
system Website. Such inputs are passed to the ASP 200,
where the Middle Tier 400 process the inputs, updates the
PD 300, and performs such other operations as necessary.

The Website preferably provides not only the current
location of the Device 100, but also its historical locations.
The Device Location History is displayed to the user
through a time history graphical display. The display may
include a map with individual data points that correspond to
recent past data points (e.g., locations and sensordata) of the
Device 100. Such data points are retrieved from the Device
Log and Device Log Values Tables. When the cursor is
moved over top of the individual data points, a pop up
window presents the data point information. Future embodi-
ments of this application can provide directions from the
Device 100 to a pointof interest based not only on where the
Device 100 is located, but also on the direction it is
traveling.

A display feature of the system Website allows multiple
Devices 100 to be mapped on a single map display at the
same time. This is particularly useful when there is a single
owner who has multiple Devices 100 associated with a
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single account. The software generating the display assigns
different display identifier (e.g., color, shape, text, etc.) to
each Device ID associated with the Account ID and uses the

identifier for each data point retrieved from the Device Log
and Device Log Values Tables.

The system Website will enable users to generate cus-
tomized reports on Device 100 history. For example, a user
may generate a customized history report that details all
alerts generated by a Device 100, as stored in the Service
Log Table, and the location of those alerts as specified in the
Device Log Values Table, for a past specified number of
days. Use of this historical data should be considered, for
example, as a means to provide feedback onthe practicality
of current alert thresholds.

As discussed herein, all customizable sensor threshold
parameters input by a user go through aninitial logic check
at the system Website. If potentially suspect values have
been entered by the user, the Website will verify the infor-
mation and highlight potential problems with the selected
threshold values, e.g., the parameter is possibly set too low
and may generate a large numberofalerts.

The Middle Tier 400 can function in response to a user
query to generate an “on-demand request” for Device 100
information. For example, if a user is logged onto the
website and is viewing the web page associated with their
Device 100, they can click on a button that will request an
update of the current Device 100 location and sensor infor-
mation. The Middle Tier 400 will then generate a request for
information and display the resulting information returned
from the Device 100 or report an errorif there is a failure or
no response.

The Middle Tier 400 can also locate specific points of
interest within close proximity of the Device 100 through a
database query in response to a user request. For example,
a query based on the current reported location of the Device
100 can locate the nearest small or large city. Other points
of interest may be incorporated, such as hospitals, police
stations, or restaurants. A number of commercial databases
can be used to obtain this functionality because the query is
utilizes latitude and longitude information as the point of
contact.

As noted above, whether a single system Website is used
or multiple sites, each vertical market website will pass an
application ID to the Middle Tier 400 to identify which
Business Logic Layer 410 to use and which table of the PD
300 to access. When a patient monitoring user enters their
user name and ID on the Website, the Website will pass the
ID back to the Middle Tier 400 to assist in the identification

of the proper business rules, tables and the like.

MESSAGE PACKET PROTOCOL AND

SEQUENCING

Having described the various components and general
operation of the present embodiment, the operation of the
data transfer protocol between the Device 100 and the ASP
200 will now be described in greater detail with reference to
FIGS.8(a) through 8(e) in the context of an embodiment of
the invention where the Device 100 is equipped to transmit
GPSposition, temperature, and fall down data. FIG. 8(a)
depicts a uniform data packet format. In general, the data
packet is comprised of a top layer of an application protocol
with three sub-protocol layers. The Standard Data Protocol
1 (STDP-1)is the top layer and is the parent communication
application layer protocol between the CDPD Device 100
and the ASP 200. STDP-1 is comprised of Wake Up Byte
Code followed by seven sequential segments: TOP,
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Controll, Data Lengthl, Datal, CRC, MessageID, and
END. The Wake Up Byte Code is a single byte command
from the ASP 200 to the Device 100 that starts up the Device
100 modem. The Datal field within STDP-1 comprises the
sub-protocol STDP-2 level, which contains at least one and
up to n data packets, each comprised of three segments:
Control2, Data Length2, and Data2. The Data2 segmentis
further divided into the sub-protocol STDP-3 level, which
contains the actual data being transmitted between the
Device 100 and the ASP 200.

The STDP-1 top-level protocol segments will now be
described in greater detail with reference to FIG. 8(b). The
TOP segmentcontains a constant header identifier such as a
numberorstring of characters at the beginning of the packet
that functions as a signal that a data packet is incoming. In
the present embodimentof the invention, the constant in the
TOP segment is hexadecimal (H) number AA55. The Con-
troll segmentdefines all the commandsets for the STDP-1
transportation layer application program and contains the
Control Byte that is associated with the type of data being
transmitted. For example, with reference to FIG. 8(b),if the
Device 100 user sends an emergencysignal to the ASP 200,
the Control Byte in the Controll segment would be the
hexadecimal number 02. Similarly, if the transmitted data
were an ASP 200 acknowledgmentof data received from the
Device 100, the Control Byte in the Controll segment would
be the hexadecimal number 10, and so forth. The Data
Lengthl segment within the STDP-1 protocol contains the
total number of bytes of the data being transmitted in the
Datal segmentthat followsit. In the present embodimentof
the invention, the Data Lengthl segment is defined as a
two-byte hexadecimal number. The message preferably
includeserror detection and/or correction information. Thus,
the message includes a CRC segment that detects any
corruption in the Controll1, Data Length1, or Datal segments
by performing an eXclusive OR (XOR)logical function on
these three segments. The MessageID segment contains a
hexadecimalidentifier that preferably uniquely identifies the
message. Responsive messages include the same message
ID, thereby enabling the Middle Tier 400 to pair each
message with its response, if any. The END segment is
analogous to the TOP segment and contains a constant tail
headeridentifier, such as a numberorstring of characters at
the end of the packet, that functions as a signal that the data
packet has ended.

The STDP-2 sub-protocol segments will now be
described in greater detail with reference to FIG. 8(c). The
STDP-2 corresponds to the Datal segment of the STDP-1
protocol. The STDP-2 sub-protocol containsat least one and
up ton numberof discrete data packets that describe the type
of data and the length of the data that is being transmitted.
The Control2 segment within the STDP-2 sub-protocol
defines the type of data that is being transmitted by associ-
ating control bytes consisting of hexadecimal numbers 00
through FF with a specific configuration or data request
between the Device 100 and the ASP 200 or vice versa. In

an embodiment of the invention, only control bytes 01
through 08 are defined while control bytes 09 through FF are
reserved for future use. For example, with reference to FIG.
8(c), incoming GPSposition data from the Device 100 to the
ASP 200 would carry the hexadecimal 02 control byte in the
Control2 segment. The Pre-set Commands listed in FIG.
8(c) are described in greater detail below. The Data Length2
segment contains the total numberof bytes of the data being
transmitted in the Data2 segmentthat follows it. The Data2
segment, described in greater detail below, contains the
actual data of the data packet being transmitted.
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The STDP-3 sub-protocol layer, which contains the Data2
segment of the STDP-2 sub-protocol, will now be described
in greater detail with reference to FIG. 8(d). The STDP-3
sub-protocol defines the communication formatfor all appli-
cation data types. Specifically, the present embodiment of
the invention defines eight configuration or data type
assigned ID numbers 1 through 8. GPS position data is
transmitted in standard ASCII code for latitude, longitude,
and time in the format shown in FIG. 8(d). The data includes
a flag to indicate whether the GPS data received from the
Device 100 is valid. In the present embodiment the GPS data
is marked invalid (V) when the Device 100 is unable to
receive new GPS data. In such an event, the Device 100
retrieves the last known location, as stored in the Device’s
memory and sends it back to ASP 200. Temperature data is
transmitted in ASCII code as degrees Celsius and includes a
hexadecimal number (DDD)that identifies the Watch Unit
202 from whichthe data is being transmitted. The Fall Down
data is defined as a single byte two-state hexadecimal
number wherethe 01 state represents a normal condition and
a 00 state represents a fall down condition.

The Pre-set Center Call Configuration Commandis the
ASP’s 200 initial request for information and is defined as
a ten-byte ASCII code where the Device 100 ignoresthe last
two digits. The Pre-set Time Call Configuration Command
is sent by the ASP 200 to the Device 100 to specify the time
interval that the Device is to send position and sensor data
to the ASP. The Commandis defined as a 12 byte ASCII
code with the maximum interval of 255 minutes. The Pre-set

Position Range Alarm Configuration Command,sent by the
ASP 200 to the Device 100, defines the physical boundaries
of the Device 100. If the Device 100 determines that its

position is out of this boundary, the Device 100 transmits an
alarm to the ASP 200 as described below. The Command

format is a 21-byte code consisting of the latitude and
longitude of the upper left and bottom right corners of the
boundary. In alternate embodiments, the command passes
the radius of the boundary. The micro processor of the
Device uses the radius to determine whether or not the GPS

position of the Device 100 is a further distance from the
homelocation (i.e., center of the permissible location circle).
Each coordinate is defined by four bytes wherethe first byte
is degree, the second byte is minutes, and the third and
fourth bytes are fractional parts of a minute. Thelast byte of
the data is reserved to enable or disable the GPS receiver
within the Device 100. The Pre-set Fall Down Alarm Com-

mandis defined as a single byte used by the ASP 200 to
enable and disable the Fall Down sensor in the Device 100.

The Pre-set Temperature Range Alarm Configuration Com-
mand is defined as a four byte ASCII code where the first
two bytes represent the upper limit in degrees Celsius, up to
a maximum 60° C.and the last two bytes represent the lower
limit in degrees Celsius, down to a minimum 0° C. The
temperature alert/sensor is disabled when the upper limit
equals the lower limit.

FIG. 8(e) summarizes the message packet configuration
detailed in FIGS. 8(a) through 8(d) for the possible con-
figuration and data types in the present embodimentof the
invention. Thefirst five rows (ID Nos. 1 through 5) represent
the five initial configuration commands, described below,
sent by the ASP 200 to the Device 100 upon startup. ID No.
6 corresponds to a response from the ASP 200 to the Device
100. ID No. 7 corresponds to a response from the Device
100 to the ASP 200. The last seven rows in FIG. 8(e) (ID
Nos. 8 through 14) represent various alarms and commands
sent by the Device 100 to the ASP 200.

The ASP 200 request for data and each of the fourinitial
configuration commands will now be described in greater
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detail with reference to FIGS. 9a through 9n. In general,
each of these figures represent a time line sequence of
command and data exchange between the ASP 200 and the
Device 100. The two vertical lines in these figures represent
a time axis (with time progressing top to bottom) with the
left line representing the ASP 200 and the right line repre-
senting the Device 100. The numbered horizontal arrows
between the vertical lines represent a command or data
exchange. The numberdesignation that appears above each
horizontal lines represents designates the type of command
or data being transmitted and corresponds with the ID
column of FIG. 8(e), described above. For example, the No.
9 transmission depicted in FIG. 9b represents a general data
message from the Device 100 to the ASP 200.

As an initial matter, in certain embodiments the ASP 200
first sends a “wake-up” byte code to the Device 100 before
any data is sent to wake up the modem with a 50 ms delay
before sending the message although such a wake-up code
is not be necessary.

Furthermore, the Device 100 initially transmits the
Device Register Command (No. 14) to the ASP 200 whenit
is turned on to signal to the ASP 200 that it is on and needs
to be configured, with no re-transmittal and no acknowledg-
ment. In alternate embodiments the Device 100 retries for a

predetermined numberof times until the ASP 200 provides
a responsive acknowledgement. If no acknowledgementis
received, the Device 100 alerts the wearer locally.

Once the ASP 200 receives the Device Register
Command, the ASP 200, and more particularly, the Data
Processor Service, responds by sending the configuration
commands to the Device 100, thereby configuring the
Device’s alert parameters values and rules. While in the
present embodiment the Data Processor Service 455 trans-
mits the Pre-set Position Range Alarm, Pre-set Fall Down
Alarm and Pre-set Temperature Alarm Commandsin suc-
cession (transmitting one after the Device 100 acknowledges
receipt of the previous) to configure the Device, it should be
understood that any of the configuration commands may be
sent to the Device 100. Where a volatile RAM is used by the
Device 100 to store the parameters, such configuration is
required. In the present embodiment, each of the four
configuration commands, or any subset thereof, are sent to
the Device 100. The appropriate configuration command(s)
are also sent to the Device 100 when a user 25 decides to

change alert threshold values or rules, including when the
user 25 changes the reference point for the range/position
alarm, when the user 25 changes the radius for the range/
position alarm, and thelike.

With reference to FIG. 9a, the first type of command
transmitted by the ASP 200 to the Device 100 is a Center
Call Command (No. 1), which is the ASP’s 200 request for
information from the Device 100 in response to a polled
request, a regular data request or an on-demand user request.
The Device 100 responds by Command No.7 (i.e., ID No.
7 in FIG. 8(e)) and turns on the GPS and temperature
reception. With reference to FIG. 9b, if the Device 100
receives valid GPS and sensor data within three minutes, the
Device 100 transmits the data by Command No.9 to the ASP
200 in the manner previously described. If the Device 100
does not receive a valid data signal at the end of three
minutes, the Device 100 transmits an invalid data code by
Command No.9 to the ASP 200 with whatever information

is stored in the Device’s memory (e.g., buffer). Once the
Device 100 transmits either valid data (A) or an invalid data
code (V), the Device 100 waits one minute for the ASP 200
to transmit an Acknowledgment by CommandNo.6.If the
Device 100 does not receive the ASP’s 200 Acknowledg-
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ment by Command No.6 in one minute, the Device 100
re-sends the valid data or invalid data code by Command
No. 9. After re-sending the valid data or invalid data code,
the Device 100 waits another one minute for the ASP 200 to

send an Acknowledgement by Command No. 6. If the
Device 100 does not receive an Acknowledgement by Com-
mand No. 6 one minute after the last valid data or invalid

data code was sent, the Device re-sends the valid data or
invalid data code a second time and waits for an acknowl-

edgementfor one minute. If the Device 100 does not receive
an Acknowledgement from the ASP 200 by Command No.
6, the Commandtimesout and ends.

With reference to FIG. 9c, the first type of configuration
command transmitted by the ASP 200 to the Device 100 is
a Pre-set Time Call Command (No. 2), which specifies the
time interval that the Device 100 is to automatically and
continuously report data to the ASP 200. The specified time
interval is denoted as xxx and is set by the ASP 200. An
interval equal to zero is used to signify the disabling, or
termination, of the periodic reporting. The Device 100
acknowledges the command by Command No.7 and begins
to transmit the data on Command No. 9 every xxx minutes.
The Device 100 continues to transmit data by Command No.
9 every xxx minutes until the ASP 200 disables the Time
Call Commandby sending a message with xxx equal to zero.

FIG.9d illustrates the general operation of the Device 100
after it turns on and is configured. As an initial step, the
Device 100 attempts to obtain valid GPS and temperature
data. If the valid data is received, the Device 100 sends a
device data message (No. 9). If no valid data is obtained,the
Device 100 retries obtaining data for a predetermined
period, e.g. 3 minutes. If valid data is not received, the
Device 100 sends a message with the invalid data field set
(No.9).

With reference to FIG. 9e, the second type of configura-
tion command sent by the ASP 200 is the Pre-set Position
Range Alarm Command (No.3), which begins the Device’s
periodic position detection. When the Command Control Bit
T is equal to 1, the position detection is enabled. When the
Command Control Bit T is equal to 0, position detection is
disabled. The Device 100 responds by Command No.7 and
begins detecting its position every ten minutes.If the posi-
tion is in the alarm range, no alarm is transmitted. If the ASP
200 disables the position detection sensor by Command No.
3 (i.e., T=0), the Device 100 responds by Command No. 7
and ceases position alarm detection. With reference to FIG.
9f, if the position is out of alarm range and the Device 100
receives a valid signal within three minutes after the Device
100 turns on its GPS and temperature reception in response
to the ASP’s 200 Center Call Command, the Device 100
sends an alarm by Command No.12 to notify the ASP 200
that the Device 100 is out of range. If the Device 100
receives an Acknowledgment from the ASP 200 by Com-
mand No.6, the Command endssuccessfully. If the Device
100 does not receive an Acknowledgment from the ASP 200
by Command No. 6 within one minute after the Device 100
sent the alarm by Command No. 12,the Device 100 re-sends
the alarm by Command No. 12.If the Device 100 again does
not receive an Acknowledgment from the ASP 200 by
Command No.6 within one minuteafter it re-sent the alarm

by Command 12, the Device 100 re-sends the alarm by
Command No. 12 a second time. If the Device 100 again
does not receive an Acknowledgment from the ASP 200 by
Command No. 6 within one minute after the last alarm was

sent, the Device resends the message after a predetermined
interval, provided the alert condition still exists.

With reference to FIG. 9g, the fourth type of command
sent by the ASP 200 to the Device 100 is the Pre-set Fall
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Down Alarm Command (No. 4), which requests fall down
status. When the ASP 200 sends a Command Control Bit X

equal to 1, the fall down alarm detection at the Device 100
is enabled and the Device 100 responds by CommandNo.7.
When the ASP 200 sends a Command Control Bit X equal
to 0, the fall down detection at the Device 100 is disabled
and the Device 100 responds by Command No.7.If fall
detection is enabled, begins detecting fall down data with a
detection period of 50 ms. If the Device 100 detects a fall
(i.e., a change from a normalstate to a fall downstate), the
Device 100 transmits a fall down alarm by Command No.11
to the ASP 200. If the Device 100 does not receive an

Acknowledgment from the ASP 200 by Command No. 6
within one minute after the Device 100 sent the fall down

alarm by Command No. 11, the Device 100 re-sends the
alarm by CommandNo.11.If the Device 100 again does not
receive an Acknowledgment from the ASP 200 by Com-
mand No.6 within one minute after the Device 100 re-sent

the alarm by Command 11, the Device 100 re-sends the
alarm by Command No.11 a second time. If the Device 100
again does not receive an Acknowledgment from the ASP
200 by Command No. 6 within one minute after the last
alarm was sent, the Command times out and ends.

With reference to FIGS.9i, the fifth type of command sent
by the ASP 200 to the Device 100 is the Pre-set Temperature
Range Alarm Command (No. 5), which enables the Device
100 temperature sensor. The Device 100 responds by Com-
mand No. 7 and begins detecting temperature every ten
minutes until the sensor is disabled by the ASP 200. If the
temperature is in the alarm range, no alarm is transmitted.If
the temperature is out of alarm range, the Device 100 sends
an alarm on Command No.13 to the ASP 200.If the Device

100 does not receive an Acknowledgment from the ASP 200
by Command No. 6 within one minute after the Device 100
sent the temperature alarm by Command No. 13, the Device
100 re-sends the alarm by Command No. 13. If the Device
100 again does not receive an Acknowledgment from the
ASP 200 by Command No. 6 within one minute after the
Device 100 re-sent the alarm by Command No. 13, the
Device 100 re-sends the alarm by Command No. 13 a
second time. If the Device 100 again does not receive an
Acknowledgment from the ASP 200 by Command No. 6
within one minute after the last alarm was sent, the Device
resends the messageafter a predeterminedinterval, provided
the alert conditionstill exists.

With reference to FIG. 9k, in a Terminal Emergency Call
Command (No. 8), the Device 100 transmits a Terminal
Emergency Call by Command No.8 to the ASP 200. The
Device 100 detects GPS position data and temperature data
first. If the Device 100 receives a signal within three
minutes, it sends an Emergency Call Commandby No.8 to
the ASP 200. If the Device 100 does not receive a valid

signal in three minutes, the Device 100 sends invalid data to
the ASP 200. When the ASP 200 receives the data, it
responds by Command No.6. If the ASP 200 does not
respond in one minute, the Device 100 re-sends the data by
Command No.8 three times. If no respondis received, the
Command times out and terminates.

With reference to FIG. 9/, the Device 100 automatically
detects system voltage when it is turned on.If low voltage
is detected, the Device 100 transmits by Command No. 10
to the ASP 200. Once low voltage is detected, the Device
100 detects data every ten minutes without a response from
the ASP 200. Other potential problems may be displayed to
a user 25, such as the driver of monitored cargo (where the
user is also the wearer), via status indicator on the Device
100. This information can also be reported back to the ASP
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200 for monitoring and potential alert generation. The
Device 100 can provide its status information on request.
The Device 100 will also generate a message to warn the
ASP 200 of low-battery and other conditions that may
threaten the performance of the Device 100.

FIG. 97m illustrates the use of a Pre-set Time Call Com-

mand (No.2) in conjunction with a Pre-set Fall Down Alarm
Command (No. 4). As illustrated, once the Pre-set Fall
Down Commandis sent, the Device begins to respond (No.
7). Once the Pre-Set Fall Down Command(No.4) is issued
by the ASP 200, the Device’s response becomes the General
Data Message (No.9).

In the event a Fall Down alert occurs, the Device 100
issues a Fall Down Alarm Message (No. 11). After the alarm
message is received, the ASP 200 disables the Time Call
Command by sending the command with xxx equal to zero
(No. 2). The Device 100 acknowledges the command with
a reply (No. 7). Having received the alarm, the ASP 200
proceeds to disable the Fall Down sensor/alarm with com-
mand No. 4 (with X=O).

FIG.9n illustrates a similar exemplary scenario in which
the Device 100 transmits a Falling Down Alarm Message
(No. 11), and resends the message until an acknowledge-
ment message (No. 6) is received from the ASP 200. If no
acknowledgementis received, the Device 100 continues to
resend the alarm for a predetermined time period or number
of times, at which point the alarm times out.

FLOW CHARTS

Having described the various components and general
operation of the present environment, operation of the
platform will now be described in greater detail with refer-
ence to various architectural schematics and flow charts. The

initial process of user registration with the ASP 200 will now
be described with reference to the architectural schematic of
FIG.5a and the flow chart of FIG. 5b.It is to be understood

that manydifferent processes may be used and the following
is but one example. The End user may submit registration
via any of the various user interface devices noted above.
Step 502. For example, the registration may be a web page
having a form for entering various user identifying
information, alert device information, threshold values and
other information rolled into the particular user’s applica-
tion. As represented by subprocess A (Step 504), such
information is stored in the appropriate tables in the PD,
including the user table (e.g., user identifying information),
alert device table and device alert device table (e.g., alert
device contact information,priority, association of alert with
particular alert device), alert parameters threshold table
(e.g., alert threshold), and any other appropriate table for the
particular user’s application.

Once the registration information is received, the Middle
Tier 400 posts a record to the Non-Alert Notify Queue. The
notification service, in turn, posts a message to be sent back
to the end user confirming receipt of registration informa-
tion. These steps are represented by Subprocess B. Step 506.

Once the registration information has been stored in the
PD 300 and an XML document has been stored in the

Non-Alert Notify Queue, the Middle Tier pulls the new
registration information and associates it with an IP address
based on the association between the IP address with the

Device. Step 508. Once the registration information is pulled
and the Middle Tier associates with it an IP address, the
information is marked as being in-process. Step 510. In the
present embodiment, marking the record as in-process
involves setting a flag associated with the record.
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The Middle Tier then causes the registration information
to be presented to the end user. Step 512. In the present
embodiment, the registration is presented to the end user in
the form of a web page, email, or a personal conversation
with a call center representative. Such presentation of the
registration information is achieved by entering the XML
document in the Non-Alert Notify Queue and having the
notification servers generate and direct the message as
appropriate. Furthermore, presentation of the registration
information includes highlighting questionable parameters
selected by the end user. More specifically, the Middle Tier
compares the received alert parameters with the default
parameters stored in the device parameters table to deter-
mine whetheror not the end user’s selections are within the

range of permissible parameters defined in the table.

In response to being presented the registration
information, the end user (e.g., the caregiver) is given the
option of changing the registration information. Step 514. In
the event the end user desires to change the registration
information, the process continues with receiving new reg-
istration information (Step 502) storing the new data in the
PD (Step 504) and generating a new XML documentin the
Non-Alert Notify Queue (Step 506).

In the event the end user does not want to change the
registration information, the process continues as if no
questionable alert parameters were originally entered by the
end user. Morespecifically, the user must also be associated
with the particular Device 100. To this end, the Middle Tier
sends a messageto the call center, for example, in the form
of an email, instructing the call center to manually register
the end user with a wireless carrier, thereby associating the
CDPD modem ofthe user’s device with the particular user.
Step 516. Such manual registration entails contacting the
wireless carrier and requesting that the carrier associate the
particular end user with the particular IP address of the
assigned Device.

Registration of an end user also involves the Registration
Test Service. In short, the Registration Test Service tests
communication with the remote device after the call center

manually registers the user with the wireless carrier. In the
event that the test fails, the Registration Test Service posts
a message to the Non-Alert Notify Queue, thereby resulting
in notification to both the end user and the system admin-
istrator.

Once the CDPD modem is registered, the Middle Tier
proceeds to generate an XML documentandplace it the
Registration Test Queue. Such XML document includes
information necessary to generate a message to the device,
including, for example, device IP address. Step 518. With
the XML document in the Registration Test Queue, the
Registration Test Service may proceed to access the queue
and, based on the XML document, generate a test commu-
nication to the Device. Step 520.

Once the test message has been sent to the Device, the
Middle Tier waits for an acknowledgement message,indica-
tive of whether or not the registration was successful. Step
522. In the present embodiment, the test is deemed success-
ful if the Device returns an acknowledgement message. If
the test was successful, then the PD is updated and the
process is deemed complete. Step 524. On the other hand,if
the test was unsuccessful, then the process repeats with the
registration test service issuing another test message. Each
timethetest is repeated, the Middle Tier determines whether
or not a predetermined maximum numberofretries has been
attempted. Step 526. If not, the numberofretries is updated
(Step 528), and the process continues with retesting the
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registration (Step 520). However, if the maximum numberof
retries has been met, then an XML documentis created and
stored in the Non-Alert Notify Queue for use by the Noti-
fication Service in generating a communication to the end
user and/or system administrator specifying that the regis-
tration attempt failed. Step 530.

It should be understood that registration may also entail
assigning a user 25 to an account or group(s) in the account.
For example, the user 25 may log into the system with a
particular account specific name and password.
Furthermore, assigning a user 25 to a group may be
automatic, based on predetermined factors, such as name,
position, etc., set by the account owner and implemented in
the Business Logic Layer 410. Furthermore, part of the
registration may include a user selection of service level
including, for example, payment based on: numberofalerts
generated(as tracked in the Service Log Table); selection of
one or more ofalist of potentially active alert parameter (as
maintained in the Alert Threshold Table; type of Alert
Device and/or interface device; account display capability;
whether historical data points are stored and, if so, for how
long; and essentially any other condition the system has the
ability to track or control.

Turning to FIGS. 6a and 6b, the process of receiving and
processing incoming data from the Device 100 will now be
described. As shownin the architectural schematic of FIG.

6a, data is received by the ASP 200 from the Device. In the
present embodiment, Devices 100 report device data: 1)
whenpolled by the Polling Service 450; 2) in response to a
regular data request; 3) in response to an on-demand user
request; 4) when reporting an alert; or 5) when pushing data
in response to the time call command.

The Data Monitor Service 445, performs a high level
parsing of the received device data. Such parsing essentially
entails taking a single received packet of data, determining
whether or not the received data packet represents actual
data sent by a Device 100, performing any error determi-
nations and/or calculations, and setting priorities, where,
according to the present embodiment,alerts are given higher
priorities than non-alert messages.

Once the Data Monitor Service 445 performs the high
level parsing of the received messages, the Data Monitor
Service 445 creates an XML documentandplacesit in either
an alert queue or non-alert queue, as appropriate. As
described in greater detail below with regard to FIG. 6b, the
Data Processor Service 445 accesses the XMLin the Alert

and Non-Alert Queues and proceeds to create and store an
XML document in either the Alert Notify Queue or Non-
Alert Notify Queue. The Data Processor Service 455 stores
the message in either the Non-Alert Notify Queue, if the
received message doesnotrelate to analert (e.g., is received
in response to a regular data request), or an alert notify
queue, if the received messagerelates to an alert. It should
be noted that were the ASP 200 receives a registration
message from the Device 100, no entry is created in Non-
Alert Notify Queue, as no notification is required. Similarly,
were the device data is to be provided to user 25 via the
website, no entry is created in the Non-Alert Notify Queue,
as no notification message is required.

Acommonset of software objects of the Middle Tier 400
also interact with the Data Processor Service 455 to store the

parsed data in the PD 300. Such storage includes, for
example, storing the relevant data in the Device Log Table,
Device Log Values Table, Service Log Table and any other
relevanttables.

The Data Processor Service 455 also generates the ASP
200 acknowledgement messages in response to receiving
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messages (other than Device acknowledgement messages)
from the Device 100. The Data Processor Service 455 also

removes the record in the Device Message Table when a
responsive message from the Device 100 has been received.

The Non-Alert Notify and Alert Notify Queues are
accessed by the Notification Service 465 of the Middle Tier
400. In general, the Notification Service 465 generates and
sends a notification message for each entry in the Non-Alert
Notify and Alert Notify Queues based upondata in the queue
XMLdocuments. As noted above, the Notification Service
465 also creates a record in the notification table for each

active alert notification on a per Device basis for tracking a
response. Furthermore, because each notification is associ-
ated with a particular device (or Device, as identified by the
device ID.), the appropriate alert device may be identified in
the device alert device table. As noted above, the notification
service also handles non-alert notification, for example, the
collection of data from the Device 100 in response to a user
request or based upon a predetermined polling of the Device
100. Such device data is sent to the user 25 via either an Alert

Device or user interface device, as dictated by the Notifi-
cation Service 465 and relevant tables.

Also illustrated in FIG. 6a is the optional SQL script,
which generates weekly reports of service activity for each
device, and the Service Monitor 475, which monitors the
functioning of all services. In general, the Service Monitor
475 communicates with each of the services using the
protocol (e.g., UDP or TCP) of that service to determine
whether or not such service is operating correctly.

FIG. 6b is a flow chart of the process of receiving data
from the Device 100 and, more specifically, of operation of
the Data Processor Service 455 of the Middle Tier. The data

processorservice receives the parsed device data in the form
of an XML documentfrom the Alert and Non-Alert Queues.

Step 602. Based on which queue the XML document is
received from, the Data Processor Service 455 knows
whether or not the data is an alert. Step 604. As illustrated,
the particular steps taken by the Data Processor Service 455
depends upon this initial determination.

In the event the received data is an alert, the data
processor service proceeds to determine whetheror not the
alert is a sensoralert. Step 610. If not, the data processor
service continues with sub-processes A and B. More
specifically, sub-process A includes creating an XML docu-
ment containing the relevant device data and proceeding to
store and log the relevant data in the PD. Morespecifically,
where the device data contains non-alert sensor data, the
data processor service creates records in the Device Log
Values Table, and Device Log Table, storing the relevant
data and assigning the timestamps. Process B generally
includes creating the XML document and storing it in the
appropriate Notify Queue for use by the Notification Ser-
vice. Step 612. Step 614. Once the entry is created in the
Notify Queue, the process for the received device data is
completed and the Middle Tier awaits receipt of the next
device data. Step 616.

If the alert is a sensor alert, the data processor service
preferably proceeds to determine whether or not the par-
ticular sensor alert has already been received and thus
deemed active. Step 618. Such determination involves
accessing the notification table to determine whether or not
a corresponding entry for the particular sensor exists.
Alternatively, the Device Log Table is inspected for an
active alert. If the sensor alert is already active, then the
process is deemed complete. Step 616. However, if the
sensor alert is not already active, then the data processor
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service proceedsto reevaluate the alert to determine whether
or not the sensor alert should indeed be made active. Step
620, 622. Such reevaluation typically entails a reapplication
of the particular alert threshold rules. In alternative
embodiments, however, no reevaluation is performed.

In the event the alert should not be active, the process is
deemed complete. Step 616. On the other hand,if the sensor
alert should be madeactive, then the data processor service
proceeds with sub-process A, thereby creating the appropri-
ate records in the Device Log Values Table, Device Log
Table, and Service Log Table. Step 624.

Having determined that the sensor alert should be made
active, the service proceeds with suspending regular data
request polling (if any) by setting the polling flag in the
device table. Step 626. According to the present
embodiment, the service also proceeds byinitiating an alert
test request polling of the device to ensure that the Device
100 is no longer in the alert state. Step 628. In general, such
an alert test involves updating the request state field in the
device table and sending a request message to the Device for
a sensor reading.

The evaluation of sensoralert data continues with the data

processorservice writing the necessary flags to indicate the
suspension of polling and alert test request and the creation
of an XML document with the flags (Step 632), which is
stored in the PD 300 (Step 634). Once the data is stored in
the PD 300, the process is deemed completed. Step 616

Having described the operation of the data processor
service with regard to alert data, the process with regard to
non-alert data will now be described. Upon determiningthat
the received data is non-alert data (Step 604), the service
proceeds with determining whetheror not the non-alert data
was received in response to a request. Step 650. If the
non-alert data is not received in response to a request, then
the process continues with sub-process A, namely creating
an XML document containing the data and storing and
logging such data the PD, namely in the Device Log Values
and Device Log Tables. Once the data has been stored, the
process is completed. Step 616.

In the event the data processor service determines the
non-alert data was received in response to a request, the
service removesthe corresponding message from the Device
Message Table. Step 654. The service insures that a
duplicate, unnecessary messageis not sent to the Device 100
when a message already exists for that Device 100. The
process proceeds with sub Process A, the creation the XML
document and storage of the non-alert data in the PD. Step
656.

Once it is determined that the data is in response to a
request, the service determines whetheror not the non-alert
data has been received in response to a data request. Step
658.If not, then the process continues to determine whether
or not the data was received in response to a configuration
request. Step 660. If not, the process continues with sub
process A, namely storing the device data. If the data was
received in response to a configuration request, then Device
100 may return the configuration data stored at the Device
100 for validating. Step 662. Determining whether the data
was received in response to a configuration request entails
accessing the PD 300 to determine whether or not the
configuration flag associated with the particular Device had
been set or checking the last message sent to the Device 100
by reference to the Device Message Table.

If the non-alert data was received in response with data
request, then the data processorservice sets a data ready flag
associated with the particular device. Step 664. More
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specifically, the data ready flag indicates to the Middle Tier
that data has been received from the device and may be
processed.

More specifically, once the data ready flag is set, the
service determines whether or not the non-alert data was

received in response to a regular data request (or polling
request or pushed from the Device 100 in response to a Time
Call command). Step 666. As noted above, the Middle Tier
of the present embodiment issues regular data requests at
predetermined intervals to acquire location and sensor data
from the devices. The service determines whether or not a

regular data request had been made, and thus the data was
received in response to such a request. In the event the data
was received in response to a regular data request, the
process continues with the service creating an XML docu-
ment for the non-alert notify queue and posting the docu-
ment (Step 668), at which time the process has been com-
pleted. Step 616. The result is a message to the user 25 with
the non-alert device data.

If the non-alert data was not received in response to a
regular data request (or polling request or pushed from the
Device 100 in response to a Time Call command),then the
service proceeds to determine whether or not it was in
response to an alert test. Step 670. If not, the process is
deemed completed. Step 616.

If the data was in responseto an alert test request, then the
data processor service proceeds to reevaluate the data to
determine whetheror notthe alert threshold has been metor

exceeded (Step 672), thereby determining whetheror not in
the alert condition is still active (Step 674). If the alert
condition is still active, then the process is deemed com-
plete. Step 616. With the alert still active, the Middle Tier
will continue processing the alert data and notifying the user
as described above.

On the other hand, if the service determines that the alert
conditions are not met and that the alert is not still active,
then the service proceeds to deactivate the alert, by changing
the alert flag and removingthe entry in thenotification table,
and restoring regular polling activity of the device (if any),
by setting the poll flag in the device table. Having deacti-
vated the alert and restored regular polling activity, the
process is deemed completed.

It should be noted that the foregoing description of
incoming data essentially also covers outgoing messages to
the user 25 that contain device data. Such messages may be
in response to regular requests, polling requests, or
on-demandrequests, or pushed by the Device 100 due to the
Time Call Commandortriggering of an alert. To summarize
such a process, the ASP 200 receives the device message and
the Data Monitor Service 445 creates an XML entry in the
Non-Alert or Alert Queue, for non-alert data or alert data,
respectively. The XML entry includes the device ID and
other device data. The Data Processor Service 455 then

creates an XML document in either the Non-Alert Notify
Queue or Alert Notify Queue, respectively. Finally, the
Notification Service 465 generates the corresponding mes-
sages to the end user 25. For each alert message, the
Notification Service creates a record in the Notification

Table, the existence of which indicates an active alert
message for which a user acknowledgementis awaited.If no
acknowledgementis received, the Notification Service 465
resends the alert message according to the Alert Device and
Device Alert Device Tables (e.g., priority of Alert Devices).

The process of transmitting outgoing data (i.e., data from
the back end to the Device) will now be described with
reference to the architectural schematic of FIG. 7A and the
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process flow chart of FIG. 7B. In general, the sending of a
message from the back end to a Device maybeinitiated in
one of two ways: in response to receiving an end userinput,
such as a request to enable or disable a particular sensor, to
modify a threshold parameter or to perform an on-demand
request for device data (step 702), and bythe polling service
of the Middle Tier accessing the PD and determiningthat the
polling frequency mandates the issuance of a regular data
request to the Device (steps 704, 706).

In response to either an end user request or a regular data
request, the Middle Tier identifies the Device corresponding
to the end user or the regular data request, and it creates a
record in the device message type table and the device
messagetable, thereby assigning a device message ID. (Step
708). Furthermore, the Middle Tier identifies the particular
type of message (device message type id) of the message to
be sent. For example, the message type maybe: request to
disable or enable one or more sensors, modify one or more
threshold parameters, issue an on-demand request, issue a
regular data request, and the like. Having created the records
in the device message table and device message type table,
the Middle Tier (the Business Logic Layer in the present
embodiment) assembles the message packet, causes the
message to be sent. (Step 710).

Once the message packet is sent to the Device 100, the
Data Processor service of the Middle Tier essentially deter-
mines whetheror not the device received the message. More
specifically, the Data Processor service determines whether
the device sent, and the back end received, an acknowledge-
ment message. (Step 712). The Data Processor Service then
removes the appropriate record in the Device Message
Table. Because the incoming data process involves the
removalof the record in the device messagetable pertaining
to a particular message when an acknowledgementfor that
message is received, any existing record in the device
message table corresponds to a message for which no
acknowledgementhas been received. For each record in the
device message table the communication service will
attempt to resend the message based on the device message
date time stamp, which indicates when the message was
originally sent, and the retry interval specified in the device
message type table for the message.

Prior to resending the message, the communication ser-
vice also determines whether the message has been resent a
predetermined number of times without receiving an
acknowledgement and, therefore, should result in an error
notification. More specifically, the communication service
comparesthe retry count to the maximum retry count stored
in the tables. (Step 714). If the retry count does not equal the
maximum retry count, then the communication service
increments the retry count (Step 716) and attempts to resend
the message (Step 718).

In the event an acknowledgement has been received, as
evidenced by the lack of a record in the device message
table, then the message is deemed to have been received by
the Device. As noted above, removal of the record from the
device message table and removal of the message packet
from the queueis technically part of the incoming data flow
process. (Step 720).

If the communication service determines that the retry
count equals the maximum retry count (in Step 714), then
the communication service removes the message packet
from the queue so as to avoid further retries (Step 722) and
creates an XML documentand postsit to the non-alert notify
queue (Step 724).

As noted above, the notification service runs, extracting
entries from the non-alert and alert notify queues and
generates communications based thereon. (Step 726).
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More specifically, the communication service creates an
XMLdocumentfor placementin a notify queue based on the
information in the device message table and device message
type table. By specifying the details of the message, the
notification service is able to generate a specific communi-
cation and direct it accordingly. For example, as noted
above,the notification service may generate a communica-
tion indicating that the regular data request failed or the
maximum retry count was met.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

STUDENT MONITORING

This particular application is directed at locating, moni-
toring and/or tracking children. In particular, this application
is directed at locating, monitoring and/or tracking children
as they enter and exit a specially equipped school bus. The
basic components of the system are depicted in FIG. 10.

With reference to FIG. 10, the system comprises a school
bus 1140 having an entrance or door 1160 that is equipped
with an RF receiver 1380. The bus also has a receiving/
transmitting device 1120 mounted or otherwise installed
thereon. Device 1120 comprises a wireless positioning
receiver 1400, such as a GPSreceiver, and a wireless
transceiver 1420.

In this particular application, a student or child 1180 is
equipped with or otherwise provided a RFID 1200. The
RFID 1200 is programmed to uniquely identify the child
1180 in a manner known in the art. RFID’s 1200 are well

known in the art and are commercially available from a
number of companies, such as Knogo Corp.or its successor
Video Sentry Corporation. As the child 1180 enters bus
1140, RF receiver 1380 interrogates RFID 1200 in a manner
knowninthe art, thus identifying that child 1180 has entered
bus 1140. This information is then transmitted to or is
otherwise available to Device 1120. The time that child 1180

enters the bus is also stored by or otherwise available to
Device 1120. The time data can be gathered from the GPS
receiver, can be determined by other on board clock systems,
or in any other manner known in the art. The system
determines that child 1180 has entered the bus 1140 and

stores this information together with the time the child 1180
entered. The system also monitors whether or not the child
exits bus 1140 andif so, logs the fact and the time that the
child leaves bus 1140. This information is also stored by or
otherwise accessible to device 1120. In a preferred
embodiment, the driver 1240 of bus 1140is also equipped or
otherwise provided with an RFID 1260. Data from the RFID
1260 is transmitted to or otherwise accessible to device 1120

so that the system can track or determine whois driving bus
1140 at any time.

Device 1120 is in two-way wireless communication with
Application Service Provider (ASP) 1280. The two-way
communication between Device 1120 and ASP 1280 may
occur, for example, via ground stations (not shown). ASP
1280 is in two-way communication with a computer
network, such as the Internet 1300. Internet 1300 is in
two-way communication with a number of individual
networks, computers or other devices, such as school 1320,
individual parents 1340, and a parking garage 1360. The
communications between the various systems, 1.e., ASP
1280, Internet 1300, school 1320, parents 1340 and garage
1360 can be wireless or direct connection as a matter of

application specific design choice. In any event, the various
systems can access and communicate with ASP 1280 and in
turn, with device 1120 on bus 1140.
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The basic operation of the system will now be described.
As student 1180 enters bus 1140, RF receiver 1380 interro-
gates RFID 1200, thus identifying that student 1180 has
entered bus 1140. The system logs in or otherwise stores the
fact that student 1180 has entered the bus and also logs in or
otherwise stores the time and, in a preferred embodiment,
the particular location at which student 1180 entered bus
1140, which can be determined from the GPSsignal. The
system also identifies the driver 1240 of bus 1140. This
information, e.g., when and where student 1180 entered the
bus, and who is driving bus 1140, is stored or otherwise
accessible to device 1120 and is capable of being transmitted
wirelessly to ASP 1280 by transceiver 1420 of device 1120.
In a preferred embodiment, RFID 1200 and/or student 1180
mayalso be provided a sensor, such as a temperature sensor,
to confirm whether the RFID is physically on student 1180.
This sensor information would also be transmitted to or
otherwise accessible to Device 1120 and ASP 1280.

This information can be transmitted to ASP 1280 either

for example, periodically, by request of an end-user, by
request of driver 1240 or in the case of an emergency(e.g.,
triggered upon the deploymentof air bags or other collision
sensors on bus 1140). Other data is also available to ASP
1280, such as, for example, the location of bus 1140, its
speed, and any other measured or determined condition
within the bus such as temperature, humidity, etc.

It is desirable for parents and/or authorized schooloffi-
cials to be able to track or monitor when and where various

students get on or off the bus. The system of the present
invention provides such a means. For example, a parent
1340 of child 1180, who has been given an appropriate
password or other security device, can log on to the ASP
1280 via a computer network, such as the Internet 1300.
Parent 1340 can,in real time, determine whether their child
1180 has entered bus 1140 and where this occurred. Parent
1340 can also determine whether and wheretheir child 1180

got off bus 1140. Parent 1340 can also confirm, via sensor
data, whether child 1180 is still wearing or otherwise in
possession of RFID 1200. Parent 1340 can also send
requests to ASP 1280. That is, for example, if parent 1340
confirmed that child was on bus 1140 as described above,
but wished to know where bus 1140 wasat that particular
moment, parent 1340 could request such information from
ASP 1280. Such information could be derived from the GPS

data received by device 1120 and transmitted to ASP 1280.
Such capabilities would also be available to authorized
school officials at school 1320. Of course, various security
precautions would need to be incorporated in the system to
ensure that only authorized individuals have access to such
personal information. The system of the present invention
will bring great peace of mind to parents and schoolofficials
as a convenient and inexpensive system for tracking and
locating students in a real time fashion.

The system also provides for additional benefits for the
school system. For example, when the bus 1140 returns to
the parking garage 1360, the various data can be analyzed to
confirm that every student that got on the busalso gotoff the
bus. If a child happenedto be lost, the school could check
the records to confirm whether, where, and when the child
got on and/or off the bus. The school could also monitor the
driving pattern of the driver 1240 by checking or
monitoring, for example, the speed of bus 1140 over the
driver’s route that day. By using the various data gathered
and stored by the system described above, detailed reports
could be automatically generated.

Various modifications, additions, or substitutions of the
components described above could be made without depart-
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ing from the spirit of the invention described above. For
example, while the system has been described as a system
for monitoring children on a school bus, the system would
work equally well as a system for monitoring the entry and
exit of any individual or object that enters and exits a
confined area, such as, for example, tourists on a bustrip,
prison inmates traveling between two locations, packages
shipped between locations,etc.

FOOD QUALITY MONITORING SYSTEM

The particular application depicted in FIG.11 is directed
at locating, monitoring and/or tracking food. In particular,
this application is directed at locating, monitoring and/or
tracking food as it is in transit.

As seen in FIG. 11, the system comprises a truck or other
food container 2140 having a food item 2180 therein. The
truck is equipped with a receiving/transmitting Device 2120
mounted or otherwise installed thereon. In this particular
application, Device 2120 comprises a wireless positioning
receiver 2400, such as a GPSreceiver, a wireless transceiver
2420 and a sensor 2440. Sensor 2440 may be any type of
sensor applicable to measuring, tracking, or confirming a
parameterrelated to the quality of food item 2180 such as,
for example, a temperature sensor, humidity sensor, or gas
sensor to name a few. Sensor 2440 is coupled to, transmits,
or otherwise makes such data available to device 2120, and
in particular, transceiver 2420 of Device 2120.

Device 2120 is in two-way communication with ASP
2280 via a wireless communication system 2200. ASP 2280
is in two-way communication with a computer network,
such as the Internet 2300. Internet 2300 is in two-way
communication with a number of individual networks,
computers, or other devices, such as, for example, transpor-
tation company 2320, food producer 2340, customer 2360,
or a government agency 2380, to name a few. The commu-
nications between the various systems, 1.e., transportation
company 2320, food producer 2340, customer 2360, or a
government agency 2380 can be wireless or direct connec-
tion as a matter of application-specific design choice. In any
event, the various systems can access and communicate with
ASP 2280 and, in turn, with Device 2120 on truck 2140.

The basic operation of the system will now be described.
As food item 2180 is placed on a truck 2140 or other
shipping container. A Device 2120 is placed on or near food
item 2180. The actual physical location of Device 2120 in
relation to food item 2180 is immaterial, so long as sensor
2440 of Device 2120 can adequately monitor the desired
parameter of food item 2180. Sensor 2440 gathers or oth-
erwise determines sensordata relating to the parameter to be
monitored. This sensor data is stored by, or is otherwise
accessible to, Device 2120 and, in particular, transceiver
2420. GPS receiver 2400 receives data from GPSsatellite

2100. The GPS data, as well as the sensor data, is available
to transceiver 2420 for wireless transmission to ASP 2280,
which in turn makes this information available to Internet

2300, upon which such information is available to autho-
rized end-users.

The information can be transmitted to ASP 2280 either,
for example, periodically, by request of an end-user, or by
request of the driver or operator of truck 2140, to name a
few. Other data is also available to ASP 2280, such as, for
example, the location of truck 2140, its speed, distance
traveled, time since departure, timeto arrival, etc.

It is desirable for various end-users and/or authorized

officials to be able to track or monitor the safety and/or
quality conditions of food in transit. The system of the
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present invention provides such a means. For example, a
customer 2360 of food item 2180, who has been given an
appropriate password or other security device, can log on to
ASP 2280 via a computer network, such as the Internet
2300. Customer 2360 can, in real time, determine where
their food shipment is in transit, check or monitor the
condition or quality of the food item in transit, monitor the
distance traveled by the food item, and estimate, in real time,
the time of arrival of the food item. The transportation
company 2320 can similarly monitor the quality of the food
item, track the amount of time the truck and/or driver have
been in transit, monitor the speed the truck is or has been
traveling, and estimate, in real time, when the truck should
arrive at the customer’s location. Similarly, the food pro-
ducer 1340 can monitor the quality of the food in transit
should a dispute arise with either the customer 2360 or the
transportation company 2320 or others. In fact, the system
will permit each party to document the quality of the food
item at each stage in the delivery process. Such documen-
tation may serve as a “Stamp ofApproval”that the food item
was maintained in a safe condition while in its possession.
Finally, an appropriate government agency 2380 can also
monitor, in real time, the quality of the nation’s food supply,
as well as monitoring the time the particular driver and/or
vehicle have been in transit should any problemsor acci-
dents occur. In any event, each of the parties involved can
monitor the quality of the food item, in real time, while it is
in transit.

Various modifications, additions or substitutions of the
components described above could be made without depart-
ing from the spirit of the invention described above. For
example, while the system has been described as a system
for monitoring food on a truck, the system would work
equally well as a system for monitoring the quality of food
on a train or plane. Similarly, the system could monitor
various parameters that might be important to the shippers of
various valuable items such as artwork, where the humidity
and temperature within the container may be important
factors.

SLEEP MONITORING SYSTEM

Yet another exemplary application of the systems
described herein relates to monitoring the wake and sleep
states of individuals. Such an application will now be
described with reference to FIG. 12. As shown therein,
individuals, such as operators of automobiles and
machinery, infants, or individuals with sleeping disorders
wear EEG sensors. The output from the EEG sensor is
coupled to the belt unit by any of the numberof means. The
belt unit, in turn, transmits the output from the EEG sensor
to an antenna and to ASP.

ASPis able to determine whether the individual wearing
the sensor is in a wakestate or sleep state based on analysis
of the EEG sensor output. As described in Alberto, Claude,
et al. “The Quantification of Sleep and Wakefulness in 2
Second Epochs of EEG”, and Alberto, Claudeet al., “Com-
puterized Quantification of Sleep and Wakefulness in the
EEG”, available from the Sleep Disorders Center, Winthrop
Hospital and SUNY Health Sciences Center at Stony Brook,
Mineola, N.Y., both of which are incorporated by reference
herein, a function of the value of the EEG sensor output
correspondsto the state of the individual. As described in the
Alberto references cited above, a positive output indicates
the individual being in a wake state, and a negative value
indicates the individual being in a sleep state. Thus, the ASP
includes a programmed computerthat calculates the relevant
function of EEG signal and monitors the function of the
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EEGsignal for the transition between positive and negative
values,a transition that typically occurs over a few minutes.

Upon detecting the transition from the wakestate to the
sleep state, ASP provides feedback to the portable unit
which, in the present embodiment, includes a waking
device, such as an audible alarm, visual alarm,tactile alarm,
such as a mild electronic shock, and the like.

In addition, the ASP makes the EEGsignal available to
end-users via a secure website on the Internet. The ASP also

provides the analysis of the EEG signal on the website,
including information on whetherthe individual is awake or
asleep, historical data concerning the EEGsignal, frequency
information concerning the EEGsignal, and thelike.

The end-users may include any of a numberof individuals
and entities. For example, the wearer himself may choose to
periodically access the ASP website to view information
concerning his EEG signal patterns. The wearer’s doctor or
physician may also have access to the website for further
analyzing the EEG signals. Such further analysis by a
physicianis particularly useful where the individual wearing
the device has a sleeping disorder or where the individualis
an infant at risk for sudden infant death syndrome.

In yet another embodimentof the present invention, the
physician is given control over the type of feedback supplied
to the wearer. For example, based on the individual’s EEG
pattern, the physician may select activation of the waking
device at regular intervals or at particular times in the day.

It is to be understood that the analysis performed by the
ASP may,in alternate embodiments, be performedorpartly
performed by the belt unit. For example, the belt unit may
include a microprocessor programmed to detect the transi-
tion between the positive EEG signal and negative EEG
signal and, based thereon, transmit a signal to the ASP. In yet
another embodiment, the belt unit not only senses the
transition between the wake state and sleep state, but also
automatically provides waking stimulus via a waking
device.

WASTE MONITORING SYSTEM

Yet another application of the system described herein
involves monitoring hazardous waste, and will be described
with reference to FIG. 13.

As shown in FIG. 13, the system may be applied to
monitor the position of hazardous waste such as that con-
tained within mobileor stationary containersorlandfills and
the like. More specifically, portable devices may be affixed
to drums carrying waste, and may include sensors both
external and internal to the drum. External sensors may
detect seepage of the waste outside of the drum, and sensors
located within the drum may detect seepage of ambient
conditions into the drum; either condition identifying leak-
age. Furthermore, where the waste containers are mobile, the
portable units include location-tracking components, such as
GPSreceivers described above.It is to be understood that

the particular type of sensors used depends upon the waste
being monitored, and they include sensors for detecting
particular chemicals, gases, radioactivity, and the like.

The positioning information and the output from the
sensors are transmitted to the ASP via a wireless commu-

nication system. The ASP,in turn, monitors the position and
sensor outputs. In one embodiment, the ASP makes such
position and sensor information available on a secure web-
site via the Internet. Potential end-users having access to
such website may include local and Federal regulatory
agencies, residents, and other end-users.

The ASP may also perform various analyses on the
location information and sensor information. For example,
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the ASP has stored in the PD tables certain thresholds, the
occurrence of which causes the ASP to send an alarm to

anyone of the end-users. With regard to location, the ASP
may determine whether the waste is within or without of a
certain jurisdiction. For example, a state government may
hire the ASP to track waste to ensure that it does not leave

the State without approval. Conversely, a particular State
may hire the ASP to notify it in the event any waste enters
the State. In short, the ASP can track any type of movement
of the waste and notify any end-user of such movement.
With regard to sensor output, the ASP may determine
whether there is leakage from any container and whether
such a leakage is above a limit set by, for example, a Federal
Agency. In the event there is leakage above a particular
threshold, the ASP could automatically contact and dispatch
a containment and clean-up crew to a particular location.

Also as illustrated in the FIG. 13, Devices may be
disbursed in and around a landfill or other stationary con-
tainment area. In such an embodiment, Devices would
consist of sensors both above and below ground.
Furthermore, the Devices may include identification means
such as flags, lights, automobile sounds, and the like. In such
an embodiment, the ASP may monitor the location of the
Devices and sensor outputs to determine whether unautho-
rized waste has been deposited, whether unacceptable seep-
age of contaminants has occurred, and the like. In one
embodiment, Devices can be installed adjacent a private
residence, including in or near the residence water supply,
and on behalf of such resident, monitor for any contami-
nants. As with the previously described application, the ASP
may make monitor information available via the Internet or
other device and maynotify any predetermined individual or
entity upon the detection of a given level of contaminant.

In any of the foregoing waste monitoring systems, the
ASP may identify which Device detected the alarm
condition, note the Device’s location, which is provided to
the end-user, and preferably activate an audible, visual, or
other location beacon on the Device. Such activation is

achieved by the ASP transmitting an interrogation signal
having modulated in it the Device ID of the particular
Device. The Device, in turn, receives the interrogation signal
and, based onlocal logic, determines that the modulated ID
matches the Device’s stored ID and activates the beacon.

GUIDING/TRAINING SYSTEM

As illustrated in the schematic of FIG. 14, yet another
embodiment the system described herein may be used to
provide feedback to a user for the general purposes of
guiding, training, and protecting the user. A tourist, jogger,
or other traveling individual has a Device according to the
present invention, including one or more sensors, such as
know sensors for reading pulse rate, temperature, blood
oxygen, and the like, and a feedback or output unit, such as
a pair of headphones, digital display, and the like, both of
which are coupled to the Device. As described above, the
Device also includes GPS location tracking sensors.

In operation, the ASP continuously or periodically
receives GPS location tracking information and sensor
outputs, thereby tracking the user’s location and various
biological variables. Having received such information, the
ASPpreferably stores the information and makesit available
to users via a secure system web site on the Internet. In an
alternate embodiment, the ASP communicates with the
end-users via any of a number of communication paths,
including LAN, WAN,voice/cellular, and the like. More
specifically, the ASP preferably provides both real-time
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location and sensor data, as well as historical information,
such as average speed (based on change in location over
time), average pulse, average blood oxygen content, and
other data available from the sensors and location. Such

averages may be taken over various time periods, such as
months, days, hours, etc., or taken over discrete events, such
as a runner’s training interval, or over the time period the
user is in a particular location.

The ASP may further perform certain analysis on the
received location and sensor data and make such analysis
available via the system web site. This analysis, preferably
performed by software running on a general-purpose
computer, may include a comparison of the location and
sensor data to predefined thresholds. In one such
embodiment, the ASP compares actual location and time
data to predetermined location and time data, thereby deter-
mining whetherthe user is “behind”or “ahead of schedule.”
Such information may be particularly useful to delivery
services and athletes training. Another analysis performed
by the ASP includes determining whetherthe location and/or
sensor data either exceeds a predetermined threshold or is
within a certain range and the like. For example, the ASP
may determine whether a runnertraining for a race main-
tains her heart rate or blood glucose level within a certain
range.

As noted above, the system of the present embodiment
further includes a feedback device. Accordingly, any of the
information received by the ASP, derived by the ASP, or
stored by the ASP may be transmitted back to the user via
cellular or other communication means and received by the
feedback device. In one embodiment, the user is a jogger and
the feedback information relevantto training, such as actual
speed, heart rate, blood sugar level as compared to optimum
or predeterminedlevels,is provided via the feedback device,
such as earphones. In another embodiment, the feedback
comprises information pertinent to location and the user’s
surroundings. In such an embodiment, the ASP maintains a
database of sites of interest, such as tourist attractions,
restaurants, museums, and the like, and automatically pro-
vides the user with such information based on userprefer-
ences and/or user location. More specifically, the ASP’s
computer system is programmed to track user location,
retrieve from memory indications of the user’s preferences,
retrieve stored information pertaining to all sites, filter the
information according to the user’s preferences, and provide
the resulting information to the user. The information pro-
vided to the user may be in any of a number of forms,
including voice via the earphones (such as “the nearest
American food restaurant is two blocks west”), and via a
digital display, including a map of the user’s then current
surroundings with points of interest highlighted. In short,
any type of information may be stored by the ASP and
provided to the user.

Other design-specific applications and devices are set
forth in the accompanying materials, the details of which
will be apparent to one of skill in the art upon reading and
understanding the accompanying materials.

MICRO-IRRIGATION SYSTEM

The embodiment of FIG. 15 provides a device for
remotely monitoring an environmental parameter indicative
or whether an object, such as an olive tree, needs irrigation
or fertilization. By way of non-limiting examples, such
environmental parameters may be the water content,
humidity, temperature, or pH ofthe soil or the air proximate
a tree. The Device is placed proximate the tree. The Device
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comprises a receiver for receiving position data from the
GPS,a sensor(s) for measuring or otherwise determining the
environmental parameter, and a transmitter for transmitting
the position data and parameter data to an ASP and thereby
made available to an end-user in the manner described
above. A user can access this information to determine

whether that particular tree needs watering or fertilizer.
Further, the Device of the present invention mayalso be part
of a system for providing automatic irrigation of the tree.
That is, the Device can be incorporated into an overall
irrigation system for providing automatic and precise micro-
irrigation of isolated plants and/or areas. For example, the
Device can be used to determine if a particular tree needs
water. If so, the Device can transmit this information and the
location of the tree to the ASP wirelessly or by direct
wire-to-wire connection. The Device could also transmit the

precise location of the tree via the GPS data received by the
Device. Thus, by accessing the ASP, the user would know
whether the tree needs to be irrigated, and would also know
the precise location of the tree. The user could thenirrigate
that particulartree, and no others, thus saving valuable water
resources. The system could also be programmed to auto-
matically irrigate the tree on a predetermined schedule,
without user input.

The Device may be incorporated into a system for moni-
toring the irrigation requirements for a plant, tree, or other
object requiring periodic or aperiodic irrigation, for
example, as set stored in a system database in the ASP. More
specifically, a Device may be positioned proximateatree,
and may include sensor(s) for detecting a condition or series
of conditions which indicate that irrigation (or fertilization)
of the tree or a group of trees is required. It is to be
understoodthatthe particular type of sensor(s) used depends
upon the particular condition being monitored, and includes,
for example, sensors for detecting temperature, humidity,
pH,and the like. The sensor(s) may be located above or
below ground. The Device mayalso include location track-
ing components, such as a GPS receiver as described above
or the Device may be pre-programmed with the location data
or may be pre-programmed with an identifying characteris-
tic to permit the ASP to determine its location without the
need of or in combination with the GPS data.

The positioning information and the output from the
sensors are transmitted to an ASP wirelessly via an antenna
or in a direct wire-to-wire connection (not shown). The ASP,
in turn, monitors or otherwise determines the position of the
Device and monitors or otherwise determines the sensor

outputs to monitor the desired environmental parameter.
Aspecific application of the system will now be described

with reference to FIG. 15. Device A monitors the environ-

mental parameter(s) proximate tree A, and this information
is transmitted wirelessly to the ASP. The ASP can determine
which particular tree is being monitored either by receiving
the GPS data from Device A or by receiving an identification
code or other pre-programmed data from Device A identi-
fying Device A as being proximate tree A. The Devices may
also include identification means suchas flags, lights, auto-
mobile sounds, and the like. If the ASP determines that tree
A is in need of irrigation, the ASP can automatically open
remote control valve A to irrigate tree A. Of course, the
system mayalso be operated manually whereby a technician
is instructed or otherwise advisedthat tree A needsattention

so the technician can manually open remote control valve A.
The system can be adapted to irrigate tree A for a certain
amount of time or to deliver a certain amount of water

depending on the parameter data received from Device A
either alone or in conjunction with other data received by or
programmed into the ASP.
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If the ASP determines that trees A and D, for example,
need irrigation, then the ASP may open up both remote
valves A and D. Similarly, if the ASP determinesthatall the
trees in the entire area 1 need irrigation, the ASP can open
up area control valve 1 to irrigate trees A, B, C and D. The
ASP can similarly open area control valves 2 and 3 to
irrigate areas 2 and 3 (not shown). Thus, the system of the
present invention provides for micro-irrigation of the trees,
thus saving valuable water resources. The system can also
save valuable manual resources by providing for the auto-
matic monitoring and irrigation of individual trees and/orareas.

DOMESTIC PETS AND LIVESTOCK

As illustrated in FIG. 16, an application of the system
includes the monitoring and location of pets. Such a system
consists of a wrist watch-size Device comprising a GPS
receiver, transceiver, data storage, and a self-powered bat-
tery worn on or otherwise implanted in the pet. If the pet is
lost, the pet owner may notify the ASP through the system
web site or a CMC. The CMC agentwill locate pet upon the
owner’s request and either inform the owner and/or notify an
agencythat will retrieve the pet and bringit to its owner. The
Device could be also used to locate the pet upon the owner’s
request. The system can also be adapted for related services,
such as notifying an agency to physically locate the pet and
identifying pets if disputes arise. Potential customers include
pet owners. An alternative embodiment of the aforemen-
tioned application of the invention is capable of creating a
virtual fence to keep pets from wandering away. Such an
embodiment would include a Device equipped with an
output unit capable of producing some stimulus tothe pet if
the it were to wander outside a predetermined distance from
a given location. Such stimulus could include a mildelectric
impulse or the like. The Device would report the location of
the pet to the ASP and generate an alarm to the pet owner.
With reference to FIG. 16, the ASP would consist of a
Customer Interface, (a CMC and/or system website) that
would connect the pet owner to the system. The Customer
Interface, in turn, interfaces with a pet locator software
application in the ASP, which associates different end users,
for example, a pet owner, an animalshelter, or a veterinarian
with specific alert devices, as described above. The Device
communicates with the ASP through a wireless communi-
cation network.

In a similar embodiment, a Device comprising a GPS
receiver, transceiver, data storage, self-powered, and bio-
sensors are attached to cattle and pigs to monitor and
identify them as they pass through the breeding/production
chain up to the production facility. The Device could be used
to increase the reach of tracking and identification systems
to farms and production facilities. The system can be
adapted for related applications such as disease control,
inventory management, tracking of cattle and pigs in pro-
duction facility to specific farms. Potential customers would
include farmers and producers.

LUGGAGE TRACKING

FIG.17 illustrates an application of the system for track-
ing luggage. The system includes a wristwatch size device
comprising a GPSreceiver, transceiver, and data storage that
could be attached to bags at the check-in counter and taken
off after luggage claim. The Device may be used to locate
lost luggage or adaptedto detect if luggage has been opened.
The Device could be used to substitute for airline’s current

luggage tracking and identification systems, i.e., bar code
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system. Potential customers would include airlines.
Similarly, a wristwatch size Device comprising a GPS
receiver, transceiver, data storage, and a battery could be
attached to luggage to locate the bag upon the owner’s
request. With reference to FIG. 17, the ASP would consist of
a Customer Interface, (a CMC and/or system website)
which provides bag location to the end-user. The Customer
Interface, in turn, interfaces with a luggage location software
application in the ASP, which associates different Devices
with different end-users and can map the movementof a bag
over time end users. Bag owners mayrequest to locate their
bag via the CMC orthe web site. The CMC mayalso notify
the airline with the location of bag. As in the previous
applications, the Device communicates with the ASP
through a wireless communication network. Potential cus-
tomers would include passengers and luggage manufactur-ers.

HEART MONITORING SYSTEM

FIG.18 illustrates an application of the system for heart
patient monitoring. A wrist watch-like Device comprising a
GPSreceiver, wireless transceiver, biosensor, and ECG is
worn by person with heart disease. The Device will transmit
GPSsignal location to the ASP whenvital signs indicate the
need for emergency care. An emergency signal can be sent
to both a 911 station for emergency dispatch and also be
provided to relatives. The ASP will record ECGresults for
future access by a physician through a system website. The
Device could be used to allow emergency care and post-
event diagnosis. With reference to FIG. 18, the ASP would
consist of a CustomerInterface, (a CMC and/or system web
site) which provides the interface to the ASP for the end-
user, for example, a physician or a relative, and if so desired,
the patient himself or herself. The Customer Interface, in
turn, interfaces with cardio monitor software applications in
the ASP and a monitoring center that would be linked to
doctors, hospitals, and EMS as needed. In an alternate
embodimentof the current application, the Device contains
an output unit that can either on command from a physician
or automatically when certain conditions are met, administer
medication or other stimulus. As in the previous
applications, the Device communicates with the ASP
through a wireless communication network. Potential cus-
tomers include heart disease patients.

MISCELLANEOUS APPLICATIONS

The following exemplary applications detail further
aspects and applications for the various embodiments of the
Devices and support systems described above. One of skill
in the art, upon reading and understanding the invention
described herein, will envision how the devices and support
networks described herein can be applied, modified added
to, subtracted from, or substituted to operate in connection
with the specific applications described below.

TRANS-OCEANIC CARGO TRACKING

An alternate embodimentis directed at tracking shipping
containers. This application utilizes a two-tiered Device,
which will be described below. The first tier is a Tag
comprised generally of a Radio Frequency Identifier
(RFID). The secondtier is a Base Unit comprised of a Radio
Frequency (RF)reader, an antennaorcoil, a transceiver and
decoder, a GPS receiver, and a wireless transceiver. The
Base Unit can be used to determine what containers are on

board a ship, receive position information from the GPS
satellites, and transmit the data collected wirelessly to an
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ASP, which in turn, can be accessed through a computer
network, such as the Internet, by an end-user to access the
information.

Another important aspect of this embodiment of the
invention is the RFID Tag, which is placed on or in each
shipping container being tracked and preferably has a unique
ID code. These Tags also preferably contain information
unique to each container. The information programmed in
each Tag may differ. One embodiment of this application
stores unique numbers identifying the container associated
with each Tag and allows the shipping company to keep
inventory on whatis in each container. Another embodiment
stores detail in the Tag on whatis being shipped. It would be
moreefficient to use the prior method and reuse the con-
tainers or Tags, rather than to use them once or use more
costly re-writeable Tags.

Although notessential, the Device could include a power
source or have features to connect to a power source in order
to power the components of the Base Unit. A strong elec-
tromagnetic field would be neededto reach all the containers
on the ship. Since the power needed is proportional to the
strength of the electromagnetic field being generated, an
external source of power would be preferable.

The basic operation of this application will now be
described. An RFID Tag programmed with unique informa-
tion is placed in, on, or built into each shipping container.
The Base Unit is somewhere on the ship, preferably on the
deck since GPSsignals are hindered by obstacles. The Base
Unit’s RF reader interrogates the Tag(s) on board the ship
and collects data from each Tag. If the Base Unit has an
internal power source, it could stand alone, but if not, it is
connected to a power source. The GPS receiver in the Base
Unit receives position data from the GPS satellites. The
antenna or coil in the RF reader creates an electromagnetic
field. The Tag detects the reader’s activation signal. The
reader decides the data encoded in the Tag. The transceiver
in the Base Unit transmits the OPS position and Tag data
collected ASP via a wireless communication system. The
end-user can access information regarding the location of
the shipment via the Internet.

An embodimentof this application can havethe electro-
magnetic field constantly present, however, that would
waste power. Alternatively, the field can be created upon
demand, i.e. have it activated by a user at the ASP. An
alternate embodiment can hadthe field created periodically,
however, this creates the problem that the end-user may not
knowin real time where a shipmentis, 1.e., there would be
lapses when the exact location is unobtainable. If the elec-
tromagnetic field is created when prompted, anyone can
locate a shipment at any time.

In another embodimentofthe present application,the Tag,
without the receipt of the interrogation signal from the Base
Unit, periodically sends information to the Base Unit. Infor-
mation relating to the received information is sent by the
Base Unit to the ASP. In yet another embodiment according
to the present invention, the Base Unit sends information to
the ASP in response to a particular circumstance monitored
by the device.

The processing of data relating to, for example, the
physical location and/or the parameters of the object being
monitored may occur either in the Tag, the Base Unit, the
ASP or some combination thereof. For example, the Base
Unit may receive position data from the GPSsatellites. The
Base Unit itself may process the data before sending the
calculated physical location to the ASP. Alternatively, the
position data received by the Base Station maybe sentto the
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ASP, which processes the information and calculates the
physical location of the object. Furthermore, the present
invention contemplates a distributed processing scheme in
which part of the processing of the information received by
the device is processed, in part, by a combination of the Tag,
the Base Unit and/or the ASP. Finally, the Tag may be
preprogrammed with the location data or may be pre-
programmedwith an identifying characteristic to permit the
ASP to determine its location without the need of or in
combination with the GPS data.

ACCESS CLEARANCE

In this application of the invention, a wrist watch-like
Device comprising a wireless transceiver that activates when
approachinga local receiver, transmits a stored ID to an ASP
and stores information received from station for future

access applications. The ASPgrants access or releases items,
and records ID time, and location for future data mining
purposes. It could be located and deactivated remotely if
lost. The Device would allow access only to authorized
personnel to automate and secure item pick-ups and to allow
traffic data mining—all with greater security than a card.
Potential customers would include business, government,
schools and universities, hospitals, hotels, banks, retailers,
amusement parks, stadiums/arenas, sports teams, perfor-
mance halls, movie theaters, ski resorts, casinos, airlines,
etc.

USAGE CLEARANCE

In this application of the invention, a wrist watch-like
Device comprises a wireless transceiver that activates when
approaching receiver-enabled equipment and transmits
stored-ID to the equipment. Equipment allows use. The
Device could be located and deactivated remotely if lost.
The Device could be used to allow equipment use only by
authorized person by transmitting ID. Potential customers
would include telecommunication companies, PC makers,
office equipment manufacturers, automakers, firm arm
manufacturers, and PDA manufacturers.

PAYMENTS

In this embodimentof the invention, a Wrist watch-like
Device comprises a wireless transceiver that transmits
account information to receiver-enabled Point-of-Sale

(POS). If could be located and deactivated remotely if lost.
Potential customers would include financial institutions and
retailers.

VISUALLY IMPAIRED LOCATOR

In this embodiment of the invention, a wrist watch-like
device comprising a GPS receiver and wireless transceiver
is worn by the visually impaired to provide them with their
location information. The Device will signal location to the
ASP on demand from a user. An end-user can request
information via a CMCor through a system web site. The
Device could be used to let the blind know their location

instantly. Potential customers would include visually
impaired people

PAROLEE MONITOR AND LOCATOR

In this embodiment of the invention, a wrist watch-like
Device comprising a GPS receiver, wireless transceiver, and
biosensor is worn by a parolee. The Device will signal GPS
location to the ASP on demand from a law enforcement

agency. A law enforcement agent can request information
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via a system web site or a CMC. If parolee removes the
Device, the lack ofvital signs will trigger an alarm to the law
enforcement agency. The Device could be used to locate
parolees instantly without the risk of them removing the
Device. Potential customers would include law enforcement

agencies.

ALZHEIMER PATIENT LOCATOR

In this embodimentof the invention, a wrist watch-like
Device comprising a GPSreceiver and wireless transceiver
is worn by an Alzheimerperson that needs to be monitored.
The Device will signal GPS location in the mannerprevi-
ously described to the ASPeither periodically or on demand
from the caregiver. The caregiver can request information
via the system website or the CMC. This application can be
used to locate any missing person instantly. Potential cus-
tomers would include Alzheimer patient relatives or car-
egivers.

CHILDREN LOCATOR AND MONITOR

In this embodimentof the invention, a wrist watch-like
device comprising a GPSreceiver, wireless transceiver, and
biosensor is worn by children. The Device will signal
location and vital signs to the ASP on demandfrom parents.
Parents can request information via a system web site or
CMC. The Device will send a warning signal to the ASP
when novital sign are recorded. The ASP will then initiate
a call to parents automatically or through a CMC. The
Device could be used to locate missing children instantly.
Potential customers would include parents, grandparents, or
other relatives or authorized guardians.

KIDNAPPING

In this application of the invention, a wrist watch-like
Device comprising a GPS receiver, wireless transceiver, and
biosensor can be worn by people at risk of being kidnapped.
The Device will signal location to ground station on demand
from relatives and/or user. Relatives can request information
via a system website or a CMC. The Device could be used
to locate kidnapped people. Potential customers would
include high net-worth families.

PROTECTION FORCES MONITOR AND
LOCATOR

In this application of the invention, a wristwatch like
Device comprising a GPS receiver, wireless transceiver, and
biosensor is worn by agent that needs to be monitored and
located. The Device will signal location to the ASP on
demand from headquarters/camp. Headquarters can request
information via a system web site or a CMC. The Device
could be used to locate an agent in dangerinstantly and read
his/her vital signs remotely. Potential customers would
include federal, state, and local protection agencies, e.g.,
FBI, CIA, police, fire department, and the military, e.g.,
soldiers, marines, and pilots.

WOMENSAFETY MONITOR AND LOCATOR

In this application of the invention, a wrist watch-like
Device comprising a GPS receiver, wireless transceiver, and
biosensor is worn by womanin potential danger. The Device
will signal location to the ASP when vital signs show a
pre-programmed danger-like pattern. The local police
departmentcan be advised to rescue the wearer immediately.
The Device could also allow the user to send an “SOS”

signal to the local police department when in danger and
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allow fast determination of location. Potential customers

would include women and parents of younggirls.

ELDER MONITOR AND LOCATOR

In this application of the invention, a wrist watch-like
Device comprising a GPS receiver, wireless transceiver, and
biosensoris worn bythe elderly. The Device will signal GPS
location to the ASP on demand from a caregiver or when
vital signs indicate the need for emergency care. A Caregiver
can request information via a system website or a CMC. An
emergency signal will be sent to a 911 station for ambulance
dispatch. The Device could be used to allow emergency care
and on-demandlocation. Potential customers would include

relatives or caregivers of elderly people, e.g., those 70 years
of age and older.

EXTREME SPORT PARTICIPANTS MONITOR
AND LOCATOR

In this application of the invention, a wrist watch-like
device comprising a GPSreceiver, wireless transceiver, and
biosensor is worn by extremesport participants. The Device
will signal location to the ASP on demandfromarelative/
team member or when vital signs indicate the need for
emergency care. A relative/team member can request infor-
mation via a system web site or a CMC. An emergency
signal will be sent to a 911 station for emergency dispatch.
The Device could be used to locate missing participants
instantly and read vital signs remotely. Potential customers
would include whitewater rafting, kayaking, mountain
biking, rock/mountain climbing, skydiving, and hang glid-
ing participants.

JOGGER MONITOR

In this application of the invention, a wrist watch-like
Device comprising a wireless transceiver and biosensor is
wor by jogger that wants to monitor his/her vital signs
while exercising. The Device will signal readings to the ASP.
The ASP station will record the information in the PD

database for later retrieval on-demand from jogger, doctor,
or trainer via a system web site or a CMC. The Device could
be used to monitor vital signs while exercising to serve and
replace routine effort tests and assist trainers. Potential
customers include joggers and/or distance runners, sports
teams and/ortrainers.

RESPIRATORY DISEASE PATIENT MONITOR
AND LOCATOR

In this application of the invention, a wrist watch-like
Device comprising a GPS receiver, wireless transceiver, and
biosensor is wore by a person with respiratory disease. The
Device will signal GPS location data to the ASP whenvital
signs indicate the need for emergency care. An emergency
signal will be sent to a 911 station for emergency dispatch
and a signal will also be providedto a relative. The Device
could be used to allow opportune emergency care. Potential
customers include respiratory disease patients.

GLUCOSE MONITOR

In this application of the invention, a wrist watch-like
Device comprising a wireless transceiver, glucose reader,
and LC display that will read glucose levels, show reading
in display is worn by a person needing glucose monitoring.
The Device sends the data to the ASP and/or activates an

output unit to inject insulin into the wearer. The Device
could be used to increase frequency and reduce invasiveness
of homeglucosetesting. Potential customers include diabe-
tes patients.
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ENDANGERED SPECIES

In this application of the invention, a Device comprising
a GPS receiver, transceiver, data storage, self-powered,
biosensors is attached to mammals and other large animals
for various research projects and to protect endangered
species. The Device could be used to track migration routes
for research purposes, track routes to prevent hunting, and
other research applications. Potential customers include
Government, wildlife federations, and universities.

CAR THEFT RECOVERY

In this application of the invention, an after market
installed anti-theft/location type Device comprising GPS
receiver, transceiver, and battery for car theft recovery is
installed in vehicles. A vehicle owner would notify the ASP
through a system web site or a CMCthat their vehicle was
stolen. The CMC agent will locate the car upon the owner’s
request and inform the police, or the police may have direct
access to the application. The Device could be used to locate
a car upon owner’s request and inform the police. This
application of the invention could potentially sell at a lower
price than a LoJack system (currently selling at about $650
per device). Additional vehicle-related services could be
offered, i.e. medical alert, collision notification, remote
open/close doors, and disabling the engine. Potential cus-
tomers would include car owners, car rental agencies, or
other fleet managers.

VALUABLES TRACKING

In this application of the invention, a Device comprising
a GPSreceiver, transceiver, and battery is located on valu-
able art pieces or place on merchandise mailings. The
Device could provide location services through a system
web site or CMC. The Device could be used to locate art

pieces and merchandise upon owner’s request or through
request of a shipper. Potential customers would include
shipping companies, art owners, museums,galleries, private
security shippers, or armored car transportation companies.

WIRELESS TELEPHONE HEADSETS

In this application of the invention, a GPS receiver and
transceiver device could be integrated into a handset. The
location of a person calling or receiving calls may be
displayed through caller ID; the handset may send location
automatically when dialing 911 and other emergency ser-
vices; the person may be located through interfaces, Le., a
system website or a CMC,etc. This application would be
especially useful to fleet managers, sales representatives,
real estate brokers, etc. The Device could be used to enhance
handset features to differentiate a manufacturer’s product
offerings. Manufacturers mayoffer “location ID” service for
free or optional for an additional charge. Potential customers
would include wireless manufacturers.

TRUCK AND FLEET TRACKING

In this application of the invention, an after market
installation of a tracking Device in trucks comprising a GPS
receiver and a transceiver. The technology may bescalable
“horizontally” and also integrated to possible vertical appli-
cations. The Device could be used to locate trucks at all

times. This application could assist fleet owners and manu-
facturers to improve logistics management. Many “vertical”
applications can be employed, ie., improving real-time
routing decisions, just-in-time production applications, and
delivery scheduling. Potential customers would include fleet
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owners, manufacturers, distribution companies, utilities,
other businesses, and the government.

In the foregoing descriptions, the method and the system
of the present invention have been described with reference
to specific embodiments.It is to be understood and expected
that variations in the principles of the method and the system
herein disclosed may be madeby oneof ordinary skill in the
art and it is intended that such modifications, changes, and
substitutions are to be included within the scope of the
present invention as set forth in the appended claims. The
specification and the drawings are accordingly to be
regarded in anillustrative, rather than in a restrictive sense.

UTILITY/METHODS OF OPERATION

Further methods of operating the device are described
below with respect to certain design specific applications for
certain devices of the present invention. The applications for
such a device are widespread and limitless. A number of
representative examples of systems embodyingthe device of
the present invention are detailed below. Although the
devices of the present invention are generally applicable to
systems and methods for remote monitoring, locating and/or
responding, the following embodiments according to the
present invention contemplate specific applications which
should not be interpreted to limit in any way the scopeof the
device of the present invention.

STUDENT MONITORING SYSTEM

This particular application is directed at locating, moni-
toring and/or tracking children. In particular, this application
is directed at locating, monitoring and/or tracking children
as they enter and exit a specially equipped school bus. The
basic components of the system are depicted in FIG. 10.

As seen in FIG. 10, the system comprises a school bus
1140 having an entrance or door 1160 that is equipped with
an RF receiver 1380. The bus also has a receiving/
transmitting device 1120 mounted or otherwise installed
thereon. Device 1120 comprises a wireless positioning
receiver 400, such as a GPSreceiver, and a wireless trans-
ceiver 1420.

In this particular application, a student or child 1180 is
equipped with or otherwise provided a RFID 1200. RFID
1200 is programmed to uniquely identify the child 1180 in
a manner known inthe art. RFID’s are well knowninthe art

and are commercially available from a number of
companies, such as Knogo Corp. or its successor Video
Sentry Corporation. As the child 1180 enters bus 1140, RF
receiver 1380 interrogates RFID 1200 in a manner knownin
the art, thus identifying that child 1180 has entered bus 1140.
This information is then transmitted to or is otherwise
available to device 1120. The time that child 1180 enters the

busis also stored by or otherwise available to device 1120.
The time data can be gathered from the GPSreceiver, can be
determined by other on board clock systems, or in any other
manner known in the art. In any event, the system deter-
mines that child 1180 has entered the bus 1140 and stores

this information together with the time the child 1180
entered. The system also monitors whether or not the child
exits bus 1140 and,if so, logs the fact and the time that the
child leaves bus 1140. This information is also stored by or
otherwise accessible to device 1120. In a preferred
embodiment, the driver 1240 of bus 1140is also equipped or
otherwise provided with an RFID 1260. Data from RFID
1260 is transmitted to or otherwise accessible to device 1120

so that the system can track or determine whois driving bus
1140 at any time.
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Device 1120 is in two-way wireless communication with
Application Service Provider (ASP) 280. The two-way
communication between device 1120 and ASP 1280 may
occur, for example, via ground stations (not shown). ASP
1280 is in two-way communication with a computer
network, such as the Internet 1300. Internet 1300 is in
two-way communication with a number of individual
networks, computers or other devices, such as school 320,
individual parents 1340, and a parking garage 1360. The
communications between the various systems,1.c., ASP 280,
Internet 1300, school 1320, parents 1340 and garage 1360
can be wireless or direct connection as a matter of applica-
tion specific design choice. In any event, the various systems
can access and communicate with ASP 1280 and, in turn,
with device 1120 on bus 1140.

The basic operation of the system will now be described.
As student 1180 enters bus 1140, RF receiver 1380 interro-
gates RFID 1200, thus identifying that student 1180 has
entered bus 1140. The system logs in or otherwise stores the
fact that student 1180 has entered the bus and also logsin or
otherwise stores the time and, in a preferred embodiment,
the particular location at which student 1180 entered bus
1140, which can be determined from the GPSsignal. The
system also identifies the driver 1240 of bus 1140. This
information, e.g., when and where student 1180 entered the
bus, and who is driving bus 1140, is stored or otherwise
accessible to device 1120 and is capable of being transmitted
wirelessly to ASP 280 by transceiver 420 of device 1120. In
a preferred embodiment, RFID 1200 and/or student 1180
mayalso be provided a sensor, such as a temperature sensor,
to confirm whether the RFID is physically on student 1180.
This sensor information would also be transmitted to or
otherwise accessible to device 1120 and ASP 1280.

This information can be transmitted to ASP 1280 either

for example, periodically, by request of an end user, by
request of driver 1240 or in the case of an emergency(e.g.,
triggered upon the deploymentofair bagsor other collision
sensors on bus 1140). Other data is also available to ASP
1280, such as, for example, the location of bus 1140, its
speed, and any other measured or determined condition
within the bus such as temperature, humidity, etc.

It is desirable for parents and/or authorized school offi-
cials to be able to track or monitor when and where various

students go on or off the bus. The system of the present
invention provides such a means. For example, a parent
1340 of child 1180, who has been given an appropriate
passwordorother security device, can log on to the ASP 280
via a computer network, such as the Internet 1300. Parent
1340 can, in real time, determine whether their child 1180
has entered bus 1140 and where this occurred. Parent 340

can also determine whether and where their child 1180 got
off bus 1140. Parent 340 can also confirm, via sensor data,
whether child 1180 is still wearing or otherwise in posses-
sion of RFID 200. Parent 340 can also send requests to ASP
1280. That is, for example, if parent 1340 confirmed that
child was on bus 1140 as described above, but wished to
know wherebus 1140 wasat that particular moment, parent
340 could request such information via ASP 1280. Such
information could be derived from the GPSdata received by
device 1120 and transmitted to ASP 280. Such capabilities
would also be available to authorized school officials at

school 1320. Of course, various security precautions would
need to be incorporated in the system to ensure that only
authorized individuals have access to such personal infor-
mation.In any event, the system of the present invention will
bring great peace of mind to parents and schoolofficials as
a convenient and inexpensive system for tracking and locat-
ing students in a real time fashion.
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The system also provides for additional benefits for the
school system. For example, when the bus 1140 returns to
the parking garage 1360, the various data can be analyzed to
confirm that every student that got on the busalso gotoff the
bus. If a child happenedto be lost, the school could check
the records to confirm whether, where and when the child
got on and/or off the bus. The school could also monitor the
driving pattern of the driver 1240 by checking or
monitoring, for example, the speed of bus 1140 over the
driver’s route that day. Detailed reports could be automati-
cally generated by using the various data gathered and stored
by the system described above.

Various modifications, additions or substitutions of the
components described above could be made without depart-
ing from the spirit of the invention described above. For
example, while the system has been described as a system
for monitoring children on a school bus, the system would
work equally well as a system for monitoring the entry and
exit of any individual or other object that enters and exits a
confined area, such as, for example, tourists on a bustrip,
inmates traveling between two locations, packages shipped
between two locations,etc.

FOOD QUALITY MONITORING SYSTEM

This particular application is directed at locating, moni-
toring and/or tracking food.In particular, this application is
directed at locating, monitoring and/or tracking foodasit is
in transit. The basic components of the system are depicted
in FIG. 11.

As seen in FIG. 11, the system comprises a truck or other
food container 2140 having a food item 2180 therein. The
truck is equipped with a receiving/transmitting device 2120
mounted or otherwise installed thereon. In this particular
application, device 2120 comprises a wireless positioning
receiver 2400, such as a GPSreceiver, a wireless transceiver
2420 and a sensor 2440. Sensor 2440 may be any type of
sensor applicable to measuring, tracking or confirming a
parameter related to the quality of food item 2180 such as,
for example, a temperature sensor, humidity sensor or gas
sensor to name a few. Sensor 2440 is coupled to, transmits
or otherwise makes such data available to device 2120, and
in particular, transceiver 2420 of device 2120.

Device 2120 is in two-way wireless communication with
a base or ground station 2200, which is in turn in two-way
communication with an Application Service Provider (ASP)
2280. ASP 2280 is in two-way communication with a
computer network, such as the Internet 2300. Internet 2300
is In two-way communication with a numberof individual
networks, computers or other devices, such as, for example,
transportation company 1320, food producer 1340, customer
1360 or a government agency 2380, to name a few. The
communications between the various systems,1.e., transpor-
tation company 1320, food producer 1340, customer 1360 or
a government agency 2380 can be wireless or direct con-
nection as a matter of application specific design choice. In
any event, the various systems can access and communicate
with ASP 2280 and,in turn, with device 2120 on truck 2140.

The basic operation of the system will now be described.
As food item 2180 is placed on a truck 2140 or other
shipping container. A device 2120 is placed on or near food
item 2180. The actual physical location of device 2120 in
relation to food item 2180 is immaterial, so long as sensor
2440 of device 2120 can adequately monitor the desired
parameter of food item 2180. Sensor 2440 gathers or oth-
erwise determines sensordata relating to the parameter to be
monitored. This sensor data is stored by, or is otherwise
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accessible to, device 2120 and, in particular, transceiver
2420. GPS receiver 2400 receives data from GPSsatellite

2100. The GPS data, as well as the sensor data, is available
to transceiver 2420 for wireless transmission to ground
station 2200. Ground station 2200 in turn makes this infor-

mation available to ASP 2280 and to Internet 2300, upon
which such information is available to authorized end users.

The information can be transmitted to ASP 2280 either,
for example, periodically, by request of an end user, or by
requestof the driver or operator of truck 2140, to name a few
Other data is also available to ASP 2280, such as, for
example, the location of truck 2140, its speed, distance
traveled, time since departure, timeto arrival, etc.

It is desirable for various end users and/or authorized

officials to be able to track or monitor the safety and/or
quality conditions of food in transit. The system of the
present invention provides such a means. For example, a
customer 2360 of food item 2180, who has been given an
appropriate passwordor other security device, can log on to
the ASP 2280 via a computer network, such as the Internet
2300. Customer 2360 can, in real time, determine where
their food shipmentis in transit, can check or monitor the
condition or quality of the food item in transit, can monitor
the distance traveled by the food item, and can estimate, in
real time, the time of arrival of the food item. The trans-
portation company 2320 can similarly monitor the quality of
the food item, track the amount of time the truck and/or
driver have been in transit, monitor the speed the truck is or
has been traveling at, and estimate, in real time, when the
truck should arrive at the customers location. Similarly, the
food producer 1340 can monitor the quality of the food in
transit should a dispute arise with either the customer 2360
or the transportation company 2320 or others. In fact, the
system will permit each party to documentthe quality of the
food item at each stage in the delivery process. Such
documentation may serve as a “Stamp of Approval”that the
food item was maintained in a safe condition while in its

possession. Finally, an appropriate government agency 2380
can also monitor, in real time, the quality of the nation’s food
supply, as well as monitoring the time the particular driver
and/or vehicle have been in transit should any problems or
accidents occur. In any event, each of the parties involved
can monitor the quality of the food item,in real time, while
it is in transit.

Various modifications, additions or substitutions of the
components described above could be made without depart-
ing from the spirit of the invention described above. For
example, while the system has been described as a system
for monitoring food on a truck, the system would work
equally well as a system for monitoring the quality of food
on a train or plane. Similarly, the system could monitor
various parameters that might be important to the shippers of
various valuable items such as artwork, where the humidity
and temperature within the container may be important
factors.

SLEEP MONITORING SYSTEM

Yet another exemplary application of the systems
described herein relates to monitoring the wake and sleep
states of individuals. Such an application will now be
described with reference to FIG. 12. As shown therein,
individuals, such as operators of automobiles and
machinery, infants, or individuals with sleeping disorders
wear EEG sensors. The output from the EEG sensor is
coupled to the portable unit by any of the number of means.
The portable unit, in turn, transmits the output from the EEG
Sensor to an antenna and to the ASP computer system.
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The ASP is able to determine whether the individual

wearing the sensor is in a wakestate or sleep state based on
analysis of the EEG sensor output. As described in Alberto,
Claude,et al. “The Quantification of Sleep and Wakefulness
in 2 Second Epochs of EEG”, and Alberto, Claude etal.,
“Computerized Quantification of Sleep and Wakefulness in
the EEG”, available from the Sleep Disorders Center, Win-
throp Hospital and SUNY Health Sciences Center at Stony
Brook, Mineola, N.Y., both of which are incorporated by
reference herein, a function of the value of the EEG sensor
output corresponds to the state of the individual. As
described in the Alberto references cited above, a positive
output indicates the individual being in a wakestate, and a
negative value indicates the individual being in a sleep state.
Thus, the ASP includes a programmed computer that cal-
culates the relevant function of EEG signal and monitors the
function of the EEG signal for the transition between
positive and negative values, a transition which typically
occurs over a few minutes.

Upon detecting the transition from the wakestate to the
sleep state, the ASP provides feedback to the portable unit
which, in the present embodiment, includes a waking
device, such as an audible alarm,visual alarm,tactile alarm,
such as an electronic shock, and thelike.

In addition, the ASP makes the EEG signal available to
end users via a secure website on the Internet. The ASP also

provides the analysis of the EEG signal on the website,
including information on whetherthe individual is awake or
asleep, historical data concerning the EEGsignal, frequency
information concerning the EEG signal and the like.

The end-users may include any of a numberofindividuals
and entities. For example, the wearer himself may choose to
periodically access the ASP website to view information
concerning his EEG signal patterns. The wearer’s doctor or
physician may also have access to the website for further
analyzing the EEG signals. Such further analysis by a
physician is particularly useful where the individual wearing
the device has a sleeping disorder or where the individualis
an infant at risk for sudden infant death syndrome.

And yet another embodiment, other present invention, the
physician is given control over the type of feedback supplied
to the wearer. For example, based on the individual’s EEG
pattern, the physician may select activation of the waking
device at regular intervals or at particular times in the day.

It is to be understood that the analysis performed by the
ASP may,in alternate embodiments, be performedor partly
performed by the portable unit. For example, the portable
unit may include a microprocessor programmedto detect the
transition between the positive EEG signal and negative
EEGsignal and, based thereon, transmit a signal to the ASP.
In yet another embodiment, the portable unit not only senses
the transition between the wakestate and sleepstate, but also
automatically provides waking stimulus via a waking
device.

WASTE MONITORING SYSTEM

Yet another application of the system described herein
involves monitoring hazardous waste, and will be described
with reference FIG. 13.

As shown in FIG. 13, the system may be applied to
monitor the position of hazardous waste such as that con-
tained within mobile or stationary containersorlandfills and
the like. More specifically, portable devices may be affixed
to drums carrying waste, and may include sensors both
external to and internal to the drum. External sensors may
detect seepage of the waste outside of the drum, and sensors
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located within the drum may detect seepage of ambient
conditions into the drum; either condition identifying leak-
age. Furthermore, where the waste containers are mobile, the
portable units include location tracking components, such as
GPSreceivers described above.It is to be understood that

the particular type of sensors used depends upon the waste
being monitored, and they include sensors for detecting
particular chemicals, gases, radioactivity and the like.

The positioning information and the output from the
sensors are transmitted to the ASP via an antenna. The ASP,

in turn, monitors the position and sensor outputs. In one
embodiment, the ASP makes such position and sensor
information available on a secure website via the Internet.

Potential end-users having access to such website may
include Local and Federal Regulatory Agencies, residents
and other end-users.

The ASP may also perform various analysis on the
location information and sensor information. For example,
the ASP mayhave stored in memorycertain thresholds, the
occurrence of which causes the ASP to send an alarm to

anyone of the end-users. With regard to location, the ASP
may determine whether the waste is within or without of a
certain jurisdiction. For example, a state government may
hire the ASP to track waste to ensure that it does not leave

the State without approval; conversely, a particular State
may hire the ASPto notify it in the event any waste enters
the State. In short, the ASP can track any type of movement
of the waste and notify any end-user of such movement.
With regard to sensor output, the ASP may determine
whether there is leakage from any container and whether
such a leakage is above a limit set by, for example, a Federal
Agency. In the event there is a leakage above a particular
threshold, the ASP could automatically contact and dispatch
to a particular location a containment and clean-up crew.

Also as illustrated in the figure, portable units may be
disbursed in and around a landfill or other stationary con-
taimment area. In such an embodiment, the portable units
would include sensors both above and below ground.
Furthermore, the portable units may include identification
meanssuchas flags, lights, automobile sounds, and the like.
In such an embodiment, the ASP may monitor the location
of the portable units and sensor outputs to determine
whether unauthorized waste has been deposited, whether
unacceptable seepage of contaminants has occurred, and the
like. In one embodiment, the ASPinstalls portable units and
sensors adjacenta private residence, including in or near the
residence water supply, and on behalf of such resident
monitors for any contaminants. As with the previously
described device, the ASP may make monitors information
available via the Internet or other device and maynotify any
predetermined individual or entity upon the detection of a
given level of contaminant.

In any of the foregoing waste monitoring systems, the
ASP may identify which device and sensor(s) detects the
alarm condition, note the device’s location (which is pro-
vided to the end user), and preferably activates an audible,
visual or other location beacon on the device. Such activa-

tion is achieved by the ASP transmitting an interrogation
signal having modulatedin it the ID of the particular device.
The device, in turn, receives the interrogation signal and,
based on-local logic, determines that the modulated ID
matches the device’s stored ID and activates the beacon.
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GUIDE/TRAINING SYSTEM

In yet another embodiment the system described herein
may be used to provide feedback to a user for the general
purposes of guiding, training and protecting the user. As
illustrated in the schematic of FIG. 14, a tourist, jogger or
other traveling individual has a portable unit according to
the present invention, including one or more sensors, such as
know sensors for reading pulse rate, temperature, blood
oxygen, and the like, and a feedback device, such as a pair
of headphones, digital display, and the like, both of which
are coupled to the portable unit. As described above, the
portable unit also includes location tracking circuitry.

In operation, the ASP continuously or periodically
receives location tracking information and sensor outputs,
thereby tracking the user’s location and various biological
variables. Having received such information, the ASP pref-
erably stores the information and makesit available to users
via a secure web site on the Internet. In an alternate

embodiments, the ASP communicates with the end users via
any of a number of communication paths, including LAN,
WAN,voice/cellular, and the like. More specifically, the
ASPpreferably provides both real-time location and sensor
data, as well as historical information, such as average speed
(based on change in location over time), average pulse,
average blood oxygen content, and other data available from
the sensors and location. Such averages may be taken over
various time periods, such as months, days, hours, etc., or
taken over discrete events, such as a runner’s training
interval, or over the time period the user is in a particular
location.

The ASP may further perform certain analysis on the
received location and sensor data and make such analysis
available via the web site. This analysis, preferably per-
formed by software running on a general purpose computer,
may include comparing the location and sensor data to
predefined thresholds. In one such embodiment, the ASP
compares actual location and time data to predetermined
location and time data, thereby determining whetherthe user
is “behind” or “ahead of schedule”. Such information may
be particularly useful to delivery services and athletes train-
ing. Another analysis performed by the ASP includes deter-
mining whether the location and/or sensor data exceeds a
predetermined threshold, is within a certain range, and the
like. For example, the ASP may determine whether a runner
training for a race maintains her heart rate within a certain
range or maintains her blood glucose level within a certain
range.

As noted above, the system of the present embodiment
further includes a feedback device. Accordingly, any of the
information received by the ASP, derived by the ASP, or
stored by the ASP may be transmitted back to the user via
cellular or other communication means and received by the
feedback device. In one embodimentthe useris a jogger and
the feedback is information relevant to training, such as
actual speed, heart rate, blood sugar level as compared to
optimum or predetermined levels is provided via the ear-
phones. In another embodiment, the feedback comprises
information pertinent to location and the user’s surround-
ings. In such an embodiment, the ASP maintains a database
of sites of interest, such as tourist attractions, restaurants,
museums, and the like, and automatically provides the user
with such information based on user preferences and/or user
location. More specifically, the ASP’s computer system is
programmed to track user location, retrieve from memory
indications of the user’s preferences, retrieve stored infor-
mation pertaining to all sites, filter the information accord-
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ing to the user’s preferences and provide the resulting
information to the user. The information provided to the user
may be in any of a numberof forms, including voice via the
earphones(such as “the nearest American food restaurant is
two blocks west”), and via the digital display, including a
map of the user’s then current surroundings with points of
interest highlighted. In short, any type of information may
be stored by the ASP and provided to the user.

Other design specific applications and devices are set
forth in the accompanying materials, the details of which
will be apparent to one of skill in the art upon reading and
understanding the accompanying materials.

TRANS-OCEANIC CARGO TRACKING

An alternate embodimentis directed at tracking shipping
containers. The device can be used to a) determine what
containers are on board a ship b) receive position informa-
tion from the GPSsatellites c) transmit the data collected
wirelessly to an ASP which is connected to a computer
network, such as the Internet, from which the end user can
access the information.

The device generally comprises: a Radio Frequency Iden-
tifier (RFID) reader which includes an antenna or coil, a
transceiver and decoder; a GPS receiver, and a wireless
transceiver. Another important aspect of the inventionis the
RFID tag, which is placed on or in each shipping container
being tracked and has a preferably unique ID code. These
tags also preferably contain information unique to each
container. The information programmed in the tag may
differ. One option is to store unique numbersidentifying the
container and have the shipping company keep inventory on
whatis in which container. Anotheris to store detail on what

is being shipped. It would be moreefficient to use the prior
method and reuse the containers or tags, rather than using
them once or using re-writeable tags that would be more
costly.

Although notessential, the device could include a power
source or have features to connect to a power source in order
to power the components of the device. A strong electro-
magnetic field would be neededto reachall the containers on
the ship. Since the power needed is proportional to the
strength of the electromagnetic field being generated, an
external source of power would probably be preferred.

The basic operation of the device will now be described.
A tag programmed with unique information is placed in, on
or built into shipping containers. The device is somewhere
on the ship, preferably on the deck, since GPSsignals are
hindered by obstacles. If the device has an internal power
source, it could stand alone, but if not, it must be connected
to a power source. The GPS receiver receives position data
from the GPSsatellites. The antenna or coil in the reader

creates an electromagnetic field. The tag detects the reader’s
activation signal. Reader decides the data encodedin thetag.
Transceiver transmits the data collected (position data and
data from tag) to the cellular satellite. Cellular satellite
transmits the data to ASP. End user can access information

regarding the location of the shipment via Internet.

The electromagnetic field can be constantly present, but
that would be a waste of power. It can be created upon
demand, i.e. have it activated by someone at ASP. Another
option is for it to be created periodically. The problem with
makingit periodic is the fact that the end user will not know
in real time where his shipment is. There would be lapses
when the exact location is unobtainable. If the electromag-
netic field is created when prompted, anyone can locate his
shipmentat any time.
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Other applications, as well as a more detailed description
of the various components of the system, are provided
below.

The device can be placed near or on the surface of the
object (either above or below ground), or can be placed
within or beneath the surface of the object. In a preferred
embodimentof the present invention, the device is adapted
to be placed proximate the object. However, other configu-
rations and placements are envisioned as a matter of design
specific applications.

Various wireless transceivers are commercially available,
for example, Axiom’s FMS-21000 analog system. While in
a preferred embodimentthe device of the subject application
receives and transmits data wirelessly, as a matter of appli-
cation specific design parameters, such data transfer may be
accomplished via a direct wire-to-wire connection.

The term sensor as used herein includes any number of
commercially available sensors on the market, including for
example, biosensors, magnetic sensors, temperature sensors,
humidity sensors, pH sensors, air quality sensors, radioac-
tive sensors, and mechanical sensors, to name a few.

The device of the present invention may also include a
power source, such as a solar powered self-charging battery,
a multi-channel A/D converter, and a microprocessor. The
battery can be used to power the various components of the
device such as the GPS receiver and the microprocessor. The
A/D converter can be used to convert the sensor data for

transmission by the transceiver, and can also be used to
convert data receiver from the transceiver to the sensor. The

microprocessor maybe, for example, a MEM or ASIC based
DSP,for storing the sensor data and/or the position data for
transmitting by the transceiver.

It is to be understoodthat the foregoing embodiments may
utilize any numberof different antennae.It is preferable that
the antennae used in the foregoing embodimentsefficiently
and effectively receive the location signals, such as GPS
signals, and receive and transmit the wireless communica-
tion signals, such as cellular telephony signals, without
interfering with one another. Furthermore, it has been found
that effective antenna designs are those capable of receiving
a wide frequency band, providing for a high level of
magnetic flux concentration, and providing for a low capaci-
tance to enable easy tuning.

A preferred basic operation of the device will now be
described. The receiver on the device is in one-way com-
munication with the GPS satellite system and receives
position data from the GPSsatellites. The sensor receives
data regarding a particular parameter of the object wished to
be monitored. The position data and the sensor data are sent
or are otherwise available to the transceiver for transmission

to a computer or base station. While in a preferred embodi-
ment the device of the subject application receives and
transmits data wirelessly, as a matter of application specific
design parameters, such data transfer may be accomplished
via a direct wire-to-wire connection.

The base station wirelessly transmits an interrogation
signal to the device, with which the base station is in
two-way wireless communication. In response to the inter-
rogation signal, the device wirelessly transmits information
relating to the physical location (position data) and/or the
parameter of the object being monitored (sensor data).
Further information can be sent that is stored in the device

such as, for example, identifying object information. The
base station sends information relating to information
received from the device to a central unit. The information

received by the central unit can ultimately be stored,
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displayed, printed, processed or sent to other central units in
a network or the Internet, for example.

The central unit, which may be located in a monitoring
center, for example, may make the request for information
periodically or aperiodically, for example, by a manual
intervention or a commandtriggered by a particular circum-
stance. Furthermore, the central unit may be in wire-to-wire
or wireless communication with the base station. While a

preferred embodiment of the subject invention envisions
transfer of data from the device to a base station and then to

a central unit, such transfer may be directly to a computer,
control room or other central unit type of device as a matter
of application specific design choice.

In light of the information received by the control center,
an automatic, semi-automatic or manual response may be
needed. For example, upon reviewing the information
received by the control center, a technician may authorize
the irrigation of a tree (or group of trees) or other plant or
object being monitored. Alternatively, after analyzing the
information received by the control center, a program being
run by the control center may ascertain a particular condition
and authorize irrigation to that location automatically. The
control center may also perform various analysis on the
location information and sensor information. For example,
the control center may have stored in memory certain
thresholds, the occurrence of which causes the control center

to send an alarm to anyoneof the end-users or to automati-
cally irrigate the object.

In another embodiment according to the present
invention, the device, without the receipt of the interrogation
signal from the basestation, periodically sends information
to the base station. Information relating to the received
information is sent by the base station to the central unit. In
yet another embodiment according to the present invention,
the device sends information to the base station in response
to a particular circumstance monitored by the device.

The processing of data relating to, for example, the
physical location and/or the parameters of the object being
monitored may occur either in the device, the base station,
the central unit or some combination thereof. For example,
the device mayreceive position data from the GPS. The data
may be processed by the device itself before sending the
calculated physical location to the base station.
Alternatively, the position data received by the device may
be sent to the base station, which processes the information
and calculates the physical location of the object, the cal-
culated physical location of the object being sent to the
central unit. In yet another alternative, the position data is
sent to the device which sends the information to the base

station which, in turn, sends the information to the central
unit. In this embodiment, the central unit processes the
position data and calculates the physical location of the
object. Furthermore, the present invention contemplates a
distributed processing scheme in which part of the process-
ing of the information received by the device is processed,
in part, by a combination of the device, the base station
and/or the central unit. Finally, the device may be prepro-
grammed with the location data or may be preprogrammed
with an identifying characteristic to permit the central com-
puter to determine its location without the need of or in
combination with the GPS data.
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MICRO-IRRIGATION SYSTEM

The embodiment of FIG. 15 provides a device for
remotely monitoring an environmental parameter indicative
or whether an object, such as an olive tree, needs irrigation
or fertilization. By way of non-limiting examples, such an
environmental parameters may be the water content,
humidity, temperature or pH of the soil or air proximate a
tree. The device is placed proximate the tree. The device
comprises a) a receiver for receiving position data from the
GPS,b) a sensor(s) for measuring or otherwise determining
the environmental parameter, and c) a transmitter for trans-
mitting the position data and parameterdata to a central unit,
such as a computer, a control station, a base station or a
groundstation. A user can access this information to deter-
mine whetherthat particular tree needs wateringorfertilizer.
Further, the device of the present invention mayalso be part
of a system for providing automatic irrigation of the tree.
That is, the device can be incorporated into an overall
irrigation system for providing automatic and precise micro-
irrigation of isolated plants and/or areas. For example, the
device can be used to determine if a particular tree needs
water. If so, the device can transmit this information to a
central location wirelessly (or by direct wire-to-wire
connection). The device could also transmit the precise
location of the tree via the GPS data received by the device.
Thus, at the central location or control station, the user
would know whether the tree needs to be irrigated, and
would also know the precise location of the tree. The user
could then irrigate that particular tree, and no others, thus
saving valuable water resources. The system could also be
programmed to automatically irrigate the tree without user
input.

The device may be incorporated into a system for moni-
toring the irrigation requirements for a plant, tree or other
object requiring periodic or aperiodic irrigation, for
example, as set forth in the system database. More
specifically, a device may be positioned proximate a tree,
and may include sensor(s) for detecting a condition or series
of conditions which indicate that irrigation (or fertilization)
or the tree or a group of trees is required. It is to be
understoodthatthe particular type of sensor(s) used depends
upon the particular condition being monitored, and includes,
for example, sensors for detecting temperature, humidity,
pH and the like. The sensor(s) may be located above or
below ground. The device may also include location track-
ing components, such as GPSreceiver as described above or
the device may be preprogrammed with the location data or
may be preprogrammed with an identifying characteristic to
permit the central computer to determine its location without
the need of or in combination with the GPS data.

The positioning information and the output from the
sensors are transmitted to a control center wirelessly via an
antennaor in a direct wire-to-wire connection (not shown).
Thecontrol center, in turn, monitors or otherwise determines
the position of the device and monitors or otherwise deter-
mines the sensor outputs to monitor the desired environ-
mental parameter.

A specific application of the system will now be
described. Device A monitors the environmental parameter
(s) proximate tree A, and this information is transmitted
wirelessly to the control center. The control center can
determine whichparticular tree is being monitored either by
receiving the GPS data from device A or by receiving an
identification code or other preprogrammed data from
device A identifying device A as being proximate tree A. The
devices mayalso include identification means suchasflags,
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lights, automobile sounds,and the like. If the control center
determines that tree A is in need of irrigation, then the
control center can automatically open remote control valve
A to irrigate tree A. Of course the system may also be
operated manually whereby a technician is instructed or
otherwise advised that tree A needs attention whereby the
technician manually opens remote control valve A. The
system can be adapted to irrigate tree A for a certain amount
of timeorto deliver a certain amount of water depending on
the parameter data received from device A either alone or in
conjunction with other data received by or programmedinto
the control center.

If control center determines that trees A and D, for
example, need irrigation, then the control center may open
up both remote valves A and D. Similarly, if the control
center determinesthat all the trees in the entire area 11 need

irrigation, then the control center can open up area control
valve 11 to irrigate trees A, B, C and D. The control center
can similarly open area control valves 12 and 13to irrigate
areas 12 and 3 (not shown). Thus, the system of the present
invention provides for micro-irrigation of the trees, thus
saving valuable water resources. The system can also save
valuable manual resources by providing for the automatic
monitoring and irrigation of individual trees and/or areas.

The following exemplary applications detail further
aspects and applications for the various embodiments of the
devices and support systems described above. Oneof skill in
the art, upon reading and understanding the invention
described herein, will envision how the devices and support
networks described herein can be applied, modified added
to, subtracted from or substituted to operate in connection
with the specific applications described below.

ACCESS CLEARANCE

A wrist watch-like device comprising a wireless trans-
ceiver that activates when approaching a local receiver,
transmits a stored ID to a ground station and stores infor-
mation received from station for future access applications.
Groundstation grants access or releases items, and records
ID time, and location for future data mining purposes.It
could be located and deactivated remotely if lost. The device
would allow access only to authorized people, to automate
and secure item pick ups, and to allow traffic data mining.
All with greater security than a card. Potential customers
would include business, government, schools and
universities, hospitals, hotels, banks, retailers, amusement
parks, stadiums/arenas, sports teams, performance halls,
movie theaters, ski resorts, casinos, airlines.

USAGE CLEARANCE

A wrist watch-like device comprising a wireless trans-
ceiver that activates when approaching receiver-enabled
equipmentand transmits stored-ID to equipment. Equipment
allows use. The device could be located and deactivated

remotely if lost. The device could be used to allow equip-
ment use only by authorized person by transmitting ID.
Potential customers would include telecommunication

companies, PC makers, office equipment manufacturers,
auto makers, firm arm manufacturers, and PDA manufac-
turers.

PAYMENTS

A Wrist watch-like device comprising a wireless trans-
ceiver that transmits account information to receiver-

enabled POS.If could be located and deactivated remotely
if lost. Potential customer would include financial institu-
tions.
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ALZHEIMER PATIENT LOCATOR

Awrist watch-like device comprising a GPSreceiver and
wireless transceiver worn by personthat needsto be located.
Device will signal location to ground station on demand
from care taker. Caregiver will request information via web
site or call center. The device could be used to locate a

missing person instantly. Potential customers would include
Alzheimerpatient relatives or caregivers.

VISUALLY IMPAIRED LOCATOR

Awrist watch-like device comprising a GPSreceiver and
wireless transceiver worn by the visually impaired to pro-
vide them with their location information. Device will signal
location to ground station on demand from user. User will
request information via call center. The device could be used
to let the blind know their location instantly. Potential
customers would include visually impaired people

PAROLEE MONITOR AND LOCATOR

A wrist watch-like device comprising a GPS receiver,
wireless transceiver, and bio sensor worn by parolee. Device
will signal location to ground station on demand from law
enforcement agency. Law enforcement agent will request
information via web site or call center. If parolee removes
device, the lack of vital signs will trigger a warning signal
to the law enforcement agency. The device could be used to
locate parolees instantly without the risk of them removing
the device. Potential customers would include law enforce-

ment agencies.

CHILDREN LOCATOR AND MONITOR

A wrist watch-like device comprising a GPS receiver,
wireless transceiver, and bio sensor worn by children.
Device will signal location and vital signs to ground station
on demand from parents. Parents will request information
via website or call center. Device will send warning signal
to station whennovital sign are recorded. Station will place
call to parents. The device could be used to locate missing
children instantly. Potential customers would include par-
ents and grandparents or other relatives or authorized car-
egivers.

KIDNAPPING

A wrist watch-like device comprising a GPS receiver,
wireless transceiver, and bio sensor wore by people at risk
of being kidnapped. Device will signal location to ground
station on demand from relatives and/or user. Relatives will

request information via web site or call center. The device
could be used to locate kidnapped people. Potential custom-
ers would include high net-worth families.

PROTECTION FORCES MONITOR AND
LOCATOR

A wrist-watch like device comprising a GPS receiver,
wireless transceiver, and bio sensor worn by agent that needs
to be monitored and located. Device will signal location to
ground station on demand from headquarters/camp. Head-
quarters will request information via web site or call center.
The device could be used to locate agent in dangerinstantly
and read his/her vital signs remotely. Potential customers
would include protection agencies (FBI, CIA,police, fire
department), and military (for soldiers, marines, pilots)
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WOMENSAFETY MONITOR AND LOCATOR

Wrist watch-like device comprising a GPSreceiver, wire-
less transceiver, and bio sensor worn by womanin potential
danger. Device will signal location to ground station when
vital signs show a pre-programmed danger-like pattern.
Local police department will be advised to rescue her
immediately. The device could be used to send SOSsignal
to police department when in danger and allow fast deter-
mination of location. Potential customers would include

women age 20-60 and parents of 10-20 year old girls.
ELDER MONITOR AND LOCATOR

A wrist watch-like device comprising a GPS receiver,
wireless transceiver, and bio sensor worn by elderly. Device
will signal location to ground station on demand from care
giver or when vital signs indicate the need for emergency
care. Care giver will request information via website or call
center. Emergency signal will be sent to 911 station for
ambulance dispatch. The device could be used to allow
emergency care and on-demandlocation. Potential custom-
ers would include relatives or care givers of elderly people
(assuming 70 years of age and older).

EXTREME SPORT PARTICIPANTS MONITOR
AND LOCATOR

A wrist watch-like device comprising a GPS receiver,
wireless transceiver and bio sensor worn by extreme sport
participants. Device will signal location to groundstation on
demand from relative/team member or when vital signs
indicate the need for emergency care. Relative/team member
will request information via web site or call center. Emer-
gency signal will be sent to 911 station for emergency
dispatch. The device could be used to locate missing par-
ticipants instantly and read vital signs remotely. Potential
customers would include whitewater rafting, kayaking,
mountain biking, rock/mountain climbing, skydiving, and
hand gliding participants.

JOGGER MONITOR

A wrist watch-like device comprising a wireless trans-
ceiver and bio sensor worn by jogger that wants to monitor
his/her vital signs while exercising. Device will signal
reading to ground station. Groundstation will record infor-
mation in database for later retrieval on-demand from

jogger, doctor or trainer via web site or call center. The
device could be used to monitor vital signs while exercising
to serve and replace routine effort tests and assist trainers.
Potential customers include joggers and/or distance runners,
sports teams and/ortrainers.

HEART DISEASE PATIENT MONITOR AND
LOCATOR

A wrist watch-like device comprising a GPS receiver,
wireless transceiver, bio sensor, and ECG worn by person
with heart disease. Device will signal location to ground
station when vital signs indicate the need for emergency
care. Emergency signal will be sent to 911 station for
emergency dispatch and be provided to relative. Ground
station will record ECG results for future access by physi-
cian. Physician will access results via web site. The device
could be used to allow emergency care and post event
diagnosis. Potential customers include heart disease
patients.

RESPIRATORY DISEASE PATIENT MONITOR
AND LOCATOR

A wrist watch-like device comprising a GPS receiver,
wireless transceiver and bio sensor wore by person with
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respiratory disease. Device will signal location to ground
station when vital signs indicate the need for emergency
care. Emergency signal will be sent to 911 station for
emergency dispatch and to provided relative. The device
could be used to allow opportune emergency care. Potential
customers include respiratory disease patients.

GLUCOSE MONITOR

A wrist watch-like device comprising a wireless
transceiver, glucose reader, and LC display that will read
glucose levels, show reading in display, send it to ground
station, and/or to insulin pump. The device could be used to
increase frequency and reduce invasiveness of home glucose
testing. Potential customers include diabetes patients.

DOMESTIC PETS AND LIVESTOCK

As illustrated in FIG. 16, A wrist watch-size device
comprising a GPS receiver, transceiver, data storage, self-
powered battery attached to pet’s neck. Pet owner may
notify DA of lost pet via a call center or web page. The call
center agent will locate pet upon owner’s request and inform
the owner or may notify an agency that will bring the pet to
the owner. The device could be used to locate pet upon
owner’s request. The call center agent will locate pet and
inform the owner. DA mayoffer other related services, such
as notifying an agency to physically locate the pet and
identifying pets if disputes arise. Potential customers include
pet owners.

Similarly, a device comprising a GPS receiver,
transceiver, data storage, self-powered, and bio-sensors
attached to monitor and identify cattle and pigs through the
breeding/production chain up to the production facility. The
device could be used to increase reach of tracking and
identification systems to farms and production facilities.
Provide additional opportunities for applications such as
disease control, inventory management,track cattle and pigs
in production facility to specific farms. Potential customers
would include farmers and producers.

ENDANGERED SPECIES

A device comprising a GPS receiver, transceiver, data
storage, self-powered, bio-sensors attached to mammals and
other large animals for various research projects and to
protect endangered species. The device could be used to
track migration routes for research purposes, track routes to
prevent hunting, other research applications. Potential cus-
tomers include Government, wildlife federations, and uni-
versities.

CAR THEFT RECOVERY

An after market installed anti-theft/location type device
comprising GPS receiver, transceiver, and battery for car
theft recovery. Car owner notifies DA of lost car via a call
center. The call center agent will locate car upon owner’s
request and inform the police, or the police may have direct
access to the application. The device could be used to locate
car upon owner’s request and inform the police. DA device
could potentially sell at a lower price than LoJack (currently
selling at about $650 per device). Additional services could
be offered, ic. medical alert, collision notification, remote
open/close doors and disabling the engine. Potential cus-
tomers would include car owners and car rental agencies or
other fleet managers.
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VALUABLES TRACKING

A device comprising a GPS receiver, transceiver, and
battery located on valuable art pieces or place on merchan-
dise mailings. Provide location services through a call center
or website. The device could be usedto locate art pieces and
merchandise upon owner’s request or through request of a
shipper. Potential customers would include shipping
companies, art owners, museums,galleries, private security
shippers, armored car transportation companies.

WIRELESS TELEPHONE HEADSETS

Integrate a GPSreceiver, transceiver device to a handset.
Location of person calling or receiving calls may be dis-
played through caller ID; handset may send location auto-
matically when dialing 911 and other emergency services;
person may belocated through interfaces, i.e. a call center,
web page, etc. Specially useful to fleet managers, sales
representatives, real estate brokers, etc. The device could be
used to enhance handset features to differentiate manufac-

turers product offerings. Manufacturers may offer “location
ID” service for free or optional for an additional charge.
Potential customers would include wireless manufacturers.

LUGGAGE TRACKING

As illustrated in FIG. 17, a wrist-watch size device
comprising a GPS receiver, transceiver, and data storage
attached to bags at the checking counter and takenoff after
luggage claim. In the near term, the device may be used to
locate lost luggage. In the long term, the device will have to
substitute for airlines current tracking system. The device
could be used to substitute for current airlines luggage
tracking and identification systems,1.e., bar code system. In
addition, to locate lost bags via GPS technology. Potential
customers would include the airline companies.

Similarly, a wrist-watch size device comprising a GPS
receiver, transceiver, data storage, and battery attached to
luggage to locate bag upon owner’s request. Device may be
sold directly to passengersat the airport, through the web,or
by mail. The device could be used to locate bag upon
owner’s request. Bag owners may request to locate bag via
call center or web site. Call center may notify location of bag
to airline. Potential customers would include passengers and
luggage manufacturers.

TRUCK AND FLEET TRACKING

An after market installation of a tracking device in trucks
comprising a GPS receiver and a transceiver. Technology
may be scalable “horizontally” and also integrated to pos-
sible vertical applications. The device could be used to
locate trucks at all times. Help fleet owners and manufac-
turers to improve logistics management. Many “vertical”
applications, 1.e., improvereal-time routing decisions, just in
time production applications, delivery scheduling. Potential
customers would include fleet owners, manufacturers, dis-
tribution companies,utilities, other businesses, government.

In the foregoing description, the method and the system of
the present invention have been described with reference to
specific embodiments. It is to be understood and expected
that variations in the principles of the method and the system
herein disclosed may be madeby oneofordinary skill in the
art and it is intended that such modifications, changes, and
substitutions are to be included within the scope of the
present invention as set forth in the appended claims. The
specification and the drawings are accordingly to be
regarded in anillustrative, rather than inarestrictive sense.
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Whatis claimedis:

1. A system for localizing and sensing objects and pro-
viding alerts to users, the system comprising:

a plurality of remote localizing and sensing devices
associated with the objects, each remote localizing and
sensing device including:
a localization receiver for receiving localization sig-

nals;
one or more sensors for providing sensor data;
memoryfor storing thealert threshold values pertaining

to one or more of the sensors and location;
a processor configured to determine location based on

the localization signals and to signal alerts by com-
paring the localization signals and sensor data to the
alert threshold values; and

a modem for communicatingthe alerts, the location and
the sensor data to an ASP;

a plurality of user alert devices for receiving thealerts,
the location and the sensor data;

a plurality of user interface devices for receiving from
the users indication of the alert threshold values; and
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an application service provider (ASP) for receiving the
alert threshold values from the user interface devices,

the ASP including:

a database for associating each user with a particular
remote localizing and sensing device and associating
the particular remote localizing and sensing device to
particular alert threshold values and associating the
particular remote localizing and sensing device to a
group of the plurality of alert devices;

a processor for communicating the particular alert
threshold values to the particular remote localizing
and sensing device; and

a processor for communicating alerts generated by the
particular remote localizing and sensing device and
sensor data from the particular remote localizing and
sensing device to the particular alert devices accord-
ing to a predeterminedpriority.
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